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“A comprehensive and lively book about the people and events that transformed Antarctica into
an international laboratory for science.”—Raimund E. Goerler, Chief Archivist/Byrd Polar
Research Center of The Ohio State University In Deep Freeze, Dian Olson Belanger tells the
story of the pioneers who built viable communities, made vital scientific discoveries, and
established Antarctica as a continent dedicated to peace and the pursuit of science, decades
after the first explorers planted flags in the ice. In the tense 1950s, even as the world was locked
in the Cold War, U.S. scientists, maintained by the Navy’s Operation Deep Freeze, came
together in Antarctica with counterparts from eleven other countries to participate in the
International Geophysical Year (IGY). On July 1, 1957, they began systematic, simultaneous
scientific observations of the south-polar ice and atmosphere. Their collaborative success over
eighteen months inspired the Antarctic Treaty of 1959, which formalized their peaceful pursuit of
scientific knowledge. Still building on the achievements of the individuals and distrustful nations
thrown together by the IGY from mutually wary military, scientific, and political cultures, science
prospers today and peace endures. Belanger draws from interviews, diaries, memoirs, and
official records to weave together the first thorough study of the dawn of Antarctica’s scientific
age. Deep Freeze offers absorbing reading for those who have ventured onto Antarctic ice and
those who dream of it, as well as historians, scientists, and policy makers. “[A] highly informative
and readable narrative account of perhaps the single most striking international scientific
endeavor of the twentieth century.” —The Polar Record “Deep Freeze, based on countless
interviews and painstaking research, is a timely and gripping account.” —John C. Behrendt,
author of Innocents on the Ice



Advance Praise for DEEP FREEZE“Dian Belanger has written an exciting and thought-provoking
account of the U.S. Navy Seabees, flyers, and scientists who lived through and made the
transition from the ‘heroic’ age to the ‘scientific’ age of Antarctic exploration. These mostly young
men (no women were allowed on ‘the Ice’) risked lives and endured both cold and dark Antarctic
winters and unimaginable isolation from the world to provide a U.S. presence on the vast,
remote, ice-covered continent. Deep Freeze, based on countless interviews and painstaking
research, is a timely and gripping account.”—JOHN C. BEHRENDT, president of the American
Polar Society andauthor of The Ninth Circle and Innocents on the Ice“With its well-timed arrival
on the eve of the International Polar Year 2007–2008, Deep Freeze offers a welcome and
thorough new examination of America’s involvement in Antarctica during the IGY, often told
through the words of the participants themselves.”—JEFF RUBIN, author of Lonely Planet
Antarctica“An excellent historical chronology of the United States Antarctic Program and the first
establishment of permanent scientific research facilities on the continent of Antarctica. Those
who brought this program to life are heroes by every definition of the word. The truly amazing
stories of pioneers are chronicled in this detailed and entertaining read. Dian Belanger’s
countless hours interviewing living heroes who accomplished Herculean tasks give us pause to
remember where this all began.”—JERRY W. MARTY, National Science Foundation
Representative,South Pole Station, Antarctica“With the fifty-year anniversary of the International
Geophysical Year approaching, the author has done a remarkable job in researching the IGY
through archival materials and interviews with some of the major individuals involved. Writing for
a wide audience, she offers in-depth discussions of U.S. preparations for stations, their
construction, scientific research, winterover experiences, and the formulation of the Antarctic
Treaty, the glue that holds it all together.”—JOHN SPLETTSTOESSER, Advisor to the
InternationalAssociation of Antarctica Tour Operators“The story of the beginning of Operation
Deep Freeze has finally been told by a dynamic writer and historian.”—RMC BILLY-ACE
PENGUIN BAKER, USN (retired),Vice Chairman, Antarctic Deep Freeze Association“Deep
Freeze provides a wealth of hitherto unreported history. The use of oral history accounts, diary-
based material, and quotations from literature of the era is a particular strength in this major
recapturing of the heady days of 1957–59. Very little comprehensive historical scholarship has
been devoted to IGY since the popular preliminary accounts that appeared (by Dufek, Sullivan,
Wilson, Chapman, Eklund and Beckman, etc.) in the late 1950s and early 1960s.”—PETER-
NOEL WEBB, geologist for U.S. and New Zealand IGYexpeditions and Trans-Antarctic
Expedition“In Deep Freeze Dian Belanger has written an important book, fine and well-
researched, focusing on the IGY in Antarctica (1957–1958), which led to the Antarctic Treaty.”—
J. MERTON ENGLAND, NSF historian (retired) andauthor of A Patron for Pure Science“This is a
comprehensive and lively book about the people and events that transformed Antarctica into an
international laboratory for science. Through their vision, courage, and willingness to work
together, the people of Deep Freeze and the IGY brought about a legacy of discovery that
continues today and that helps us to understand both Antarctica and the forces of global



change. To tell this fascinating and important story, Dian Belanger not only used existing
historical records but also added to that documentation with extensive interviews.”—RAIMUND
E. GOERLER, Chief Archivist/Byrd PolarResearch Center of The Ohio State University“Dian
Belanger’s account of the historical development of the early infrastructure for the American
Antarctic science operation is superb. Compellingly told, the book incorporates significant
research from new sources and unused collections. A must read for anyone with an interest in
Antarctica and the early science it provided.”—GEORGE T. MAZUZAN, NSF historian
(retired)“Dian Belanger’s Deep Freeze presents science in Antarctica with fascinating
perspective, present and past, all rewarding. Well documented.”—DICK BOWERS, CDR CEC
USN (retired), Officer in charge of construction,McMurdo and Pole Stations, Deep Freeze I and
IIDEEP FREEZEDEEP FREEZEThe United States,the International Geophysical Year,and the
Origins of Antarctica’s Age of ScienceDian Olson BelangerUNIVERSITY PRESS OF
COLORADO© 2006 by the University Press of ColoradoPublished by the University Press of
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claimsIGY stations in AntarcticaRoss Island, AntarcticaHut Point Peninsula and ice runway
sitesAntarctic mother-daughter weather communication networkOver-snow traverse routes of
the IGYILLUSTRATIONSIcebreaker towing YOG through pack ice,with helicopter scouting ice
conditionsIcebreaker Glacier leading convoy of ships throughRoss Sea pack ice, December
1955Wheels-only R5D and dog team onice of McMurdo SoundSeabees’ first tent camp huddled
aroundScott’s 1902 storage hutModular Clements huts under construction at McMurdoYOGs 34
and 70 moored along outer side of Hut PointFather John Condit and cook Ray Spiersentertain
McMurdo’s winterersMembers of the wedding—“Grace Kelly’sWedding,” produced by Father
ConditCamping out with South Pole gear, a survival training exercisePlowing McMurdo’s ice
runwayMooring cargo ship USS Arneb to bay ice using “deadmen”Off-loading Arneb onto bay
ice in Kainan BayFirst Clements hut under construction at Little America VAircraft landed in a
whiteoutLittle America V already drifting in, April 1956First tractor train en route from Little
America tobuild Byrd StationAir Force C-124 disgorging a tractor at McMurdo SoundBeardmore
Auxiliary Station being established tosupport Pole-bound flightsFirst South Pole landing, 31
October 1956First tent camp at the South PoleLaying floor panels atop foundation timbers for
South Pole garageAirdrop of fuel over the South PoleSouth Pole Station, nearly
completedDignitaries at dedication of Amundsen-Scott South PoleStation at McMurdo, 23
January 1957Hallett Station showing boat landing ramp and“penguin-proof” fence made of fuel
barrelsDisplaced Adélie penguins in rookery just outside Hallett StationWilkes Station built on
bedrockEllsworth ships moored to Filchner Ice Shelf for off-loadingEllsworth Station under
construction, February 1957Launching a weather balloon against a fiery sunset at McMurdoThe
deepest IGY pit at the Wilkes Icecap Station (Site 2)Traverse Sno-Cat outfitted with crevasse
detectorNavy Otter arriving to resupply Ellsworth IGY traverseInstruments measure crevasse
movement, Ice Deformation StudyMembers of Ellsworth traverse partyconducting glaciology
studiesFinn Ronne, station leader, playing bridge with IGY scientistsLooking up McMurdo’s
Forrestal Avenue towardthe Chapel of the SnowsAuthor with Antarctic Deep Freeze Association
partnersat VXE-6 disestablishment ceremonies, March 1999TERMS
ANDABBREVIATIONSAntarctic Convergence The region where the colder, denser polar waters
flowing north meet and dip below the warmer seas flowing south. A marked surface temperature
change occurs.ATCM Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting.ATCP Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Parties.ATS Antarctic Treaty System.aurora australis Colorful, moving displays of light in the
Antarctic night sky. Atomic particles from the sun, channeled by the earth’s magnetic field,
collide with oxygen and nitrogen molecules in the upper atmosphere, releasing visible
energy.austral Southern; pertaining to the Southern Hemisphere.BAS British Antarctic Survey,
formerly Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey (FIDS).beset Situation of a ship surrounded by
and stuck in the ice.Big Eye Insomnia caused by the twenty-four-hour sunlight of austral
summer. Also occurs in the continuous dark of winter.calving The breaking off of a piece of ice
from an ice shelf or glacier to form an iceberg. Tabular (flat-topped) bergs born of ice shelves are
unique to the Antarctic.CCAMLR Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living



Resources.Clements hut A box-shaped modular building constructed by connecting identical
insulated 4′ × 8′ plywood panels. Used for IGY housing.CO Commanding officer.COMNAP
Council of Managers of National Antarctic Programs, an organization of the world’s NSFs.CPO,
CWO Chief petty officer, chief warrant officer; U.S. Navy enlisted leaders.CRAMRA Convention
on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities. Never ratified, it was superseded by
the Environmental Protocol.crevasse A steep fissure in a glacier that can vary greatly in all
dimensions, sometimes dangerously hidden by a wind-formed snow bridge.CSAGI Comité
Spécial de l’Année Géophysique Internationale, the special committee created by ICSU to plan
and implement the IGY.Deep Freeze, Operation The code name given U.S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica, Task Force 43.firn Old snow that has become dense but retains tiny pockets of air; a
transitional substance between snow and ice.floe A relatively flat piece of floating sea ice. The
U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office, in 1956, suggested that small floes be thought of as about the
size of a city block; medium floes, a golf course; giant floes, a small town.geodesy The study of
the earth’s shape and size and the precise location of points on its surface.geomagnetic poles
Theoretical points on the earth’s surface visualized as the ends of a bar magnet through its
center if all the earth’s magnetic fields were caused by that magnet.geomagnetism The study of
the magnetic phenomena exhibited by the earth; also called terrestrial magnetism.geophysics
The application of the principles of physics to the study of the earth as a planet.glacier A mass of
snow and ice continuously moving like a frozen river from higher to lower ground.glaciology The
study of all forms of glaciers, their characteristics and processes; broadly, the study of all
aspects of ice and snow.Gondwanaland Vast proto-continent of the Southern Hemisphere.GPS
Global Positioning System, a satellite-based triangulation method that determines geographic
location on earth within a few meters.Grid A coordinate system used for navigating near the
Pole, where the lines of longitude converge and all directions are north. The Prime Meridian (0°)
is arbitrarily designated Grid North, making 180° Grid South, and so on.ham An amateur
shortwave-radio operator.hamgram A message transmitted from Antarctica in Morse code,
translated and typed out by the receiving U.S. ham and mailed to the addressee. Hamgrams
were also sent from the States.heavy swing, or swing Another name for the tractor trains that
supplied inland Byrd Station from Little America.Hercules A C-130, a four-engine transport
plane denoted LC-130 when ski-equipped; popularly called a “Herc.”iceberg A large mass of
floating or stranded freshwater ice broken away from a glacier or ice shelf—by definition, about
the size of a ship or larger. Smaller bergy bits are about the size of a small cottage; hazardous,
difficult-to-see growlers, a grand piano; brash ice, loose fragments of wrecked ice forms, small
pool-table size.ice sheet A mass of snow and glacier ice of considerable breadth and thickness
overlying a large land area (rock) or floating. An ice cap is similar but smaller in extent.ice shelf
The floating extension of a continental ice sheet beyond the coastline. Its seaward edge is called
an ice front.ICSU International Council of Scientific Unions, parent organization for the IGY.IGY
International Geophysical Year, 1 July 1957 through 31 December 1958.Jamesway An easily
assembled prefabricated hut made of wooden arches covered with insulated canvas. Of Korean



War vintage, used by the military in cold climates.JATO Jet-assisted takeoff, achieved by
exploding gases in canisters strapped to aircraft.katabatic Fierce, gravity-driven winds caused
by cold, dense air rushing down from the polar plateau toward the coast.knot A nautical unit of
speed. One nautical or geographical mile equals 1.15 statute miles (1.85 km).lead A ribbon or
path of open water within floes of pack ice that enable a ship to move through.LGP Low ground
pressure, obtained by widening the tracks of a tractor to distribute its weight over the
snow.magnetic poles The migrating points on the earth’s surface to which the poles of a
compass needle point, where the earth’s magnetic lines of force are vertical.NAS National
Academy of Sciences, a private organization to which distinguished scientists are elected. By
federal charter (1863) it advises the government on scientific and technological matters.NBS
National Bureau of Standards, a federal agency devoted to establishing accurate measurement
standards for U.S. science, industry, and commerce.névé Literally, “last year’s snow.” Hard,
granular, consolidated snow on the upper part of a glacier that has not yet turned to solid glacial
ice.NRC National Research Council, the research arm of the National Academy of
Sciences.NSB National Science Board, the NSF board of directors.NSC National Security
Council, an interdepartmental, interagency group advising the president on military and foreign
policy issues.NSF National Science Foundation, an independent federal agency promoting the
progress of science by support of research through grants and contracts.NSFA Naval Support
Force, Antarctica. Designated Task Force 43.nunatak “Lonely rock” in Inuit; the top of a mountain
or large rock projecting up through an ice sheet.OAE Old Antarctic explorer.OCB Operations
Coordinating Board, an interagency body of the National Security Council charged to uphold
national interests during the IGY. Admiral Dufek chaired its working group on Antarctica.pack ice
An area of drifting sea ice, whether loose floes or consolidated (frozen together), covering the
sea surface with little or no open water.phone patch A way of talking with someone at home. The
Antarctic station radio operator contacted a U.S. “ham,” who would telephone the desired
person. The callee would pay any U.S. phone charges.polynya A “lake” (area of open water)
within the pack ice.PRB Polar Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences, an
advisory body on scientific programs. From its origins in 1958 until 1975, it was called the
Committee on Polar Research.pressure ice Floating ice that has been squeezed together by
wind or currents, often forced upward into rafted (overriding) ice, hummocks (mounds), or
ridges.SAR Search and rescue.sastrugi Wind- and erosion-formed “dunes” of snow. The
irregular ridges, parallel to the direction of the prevailing wind, can be high, sharp, and very
hard.SCAR Scientific (until 1961, Special) Committee on Antarctic Research, an international
group charged to recommend scientific programs to participating governments within the
ATS.Seabees Members of the construction battalions of the U.S. Navy’s Civil Engineer Corps,
founded in World War II.seismology The study of earthquakes and the vibrations (seismic
waves) they produce in the earth. During the IGY, seismic waves were produced by explosives to
study ice depth and materials beneath it.serac A pointed ice ridge in a crevassed area.SIPRE
Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.SITREP



Situation report.synoptic Occurring simultaneously in numerous locations.TAE The British
Commonwealth Transantarctic Expedition.the ice Antarctica.USAP United States Antarctic
Program, the successor to USARP in 1971 when NSF assumed responsibility for all U.S.
Antarctic activities, including support operations purchased from the Navy.USARP United States
Antarctic Research Program, established by NSF in March 1959 to coordinate the overall U.S.
Antarctic program and manage its budget.USCG United States Coast Guard.USGS United
States Geological Survey.USN United States Navy.USNC or USNC-IGY United States National
Committee for the IGY.VX-6 Air Development Squadron SIX, the Navy’s air arm for Operation
Deep Freeze.VXE-6 Antarctic Development Squadron SIX, successor to VX-6, established in
1969.wanigan A small hut mounted on a tractor-pulled sled for use by a field party.whiteout A
disorienting condition in which light is diffused by multiple reflections between a low overcast sky
and the snow surface so that shadows vanish, making it impossible to distinguish the horizon or
surface features.WMO World Meteorological Organization.Zulu Phonetic for “z,” the zero
meridian of longitude, which runs through Greenwich, England. Zulu Time, or Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT), was used for recording scientific observations.FOREWORDThis book began as a
wish to tell the story of the men—military and civilian—who planned, built, and helped operate
the network of facilities in Antarctica that were established to support scientists during the
International Geophysical Year (IGY), scheduled to begin in mid-1957. The initial concept began
in Christchurch, New Zealand, in late 1995 at the fortieth anniversary celebration of the Navy’s
Operation Deep Freeze program. Dick Bowers, who as a young engineering officer in Deep
Freeze I and II had charge of constructing both McMurdo and South Pole stations, expressed
concern to Erick Chiang of the National Science Foundation (NSF) that so many of the early
veterans were no longer living. He hoped their collective experiences and accomplishments
could be documented by those remaining before it was too late. Chiang, who heads the Office of
Polar Programs’ Polar Research Support Section, thought an oral history program might be the
answer.Several months later, Bowers’s Deep Freeze teammate Jim Bergstrom, executive officer
at the McMurdo Air Operations Facility, met with Chiang and Guy Guthridge, Polar Information
Program Manager, at NSF headquarters in Arlington, Virginia, to discuss the matter further. He
spoke on behalf of the Antarctic Deep Freeze Association (ADFA), an organization composed
primarily of veterans of the early Deep Freeze years, who heartily supported the idea of an oral
history project. They remained enthusiastic when the NSF representatives later proposed a
history whose scope was enlarged to provide not only a more complete background of activities
preceding the IGY but also the scientific pursuits of the IGY itself and the political aspects of the
pre- and post-IGY period that led to the Antarctic Treaty and a continuous stream of important
scientific endeavor for nearly fifty years.With the guidance of the NSF officials, historian Dian
Belanger was asked to participate. She agreed to prepare a request for a grant from the NSF
and, upon grant approval, to conduct and record oral history interviews, perform related
research, and write a book based on her findings. A committee of ADFA members, including Bill
Stroup as financial officer, agreed to administer the grant and assist her in any way possible,



using the full resources of the ADFA. A grant was awarded in August 1998. This book is the
culmination of her effort. The dozens of oral histories, besides being sources for the book, are
separately preserved in polar archives.The ADFA is extremely proud of the work Dian Belanger
has accomplished and is delighted with the way she captured both events and the mood with
color and realism. The ADFA is also greatly indebted to the National Science Foundation for its
support during the life of the grant.JAMES H. BERGSTROM, CAPT, USN (RET.), PROJECT
CEORICHARD A. BOWERS, CDR, CEC USN (RET.), PROJECT ASST. CEOWILLIAM E.
STROUP, CWO4, CEC USN (RET.), PROJECT CFOPREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTSMy
partners tell the story of the origins of this history in their generous Foreword. They left out but
one important name—that of George Mazuzan, National Science Foundation (NSF) historian.
George, who had earlier overseen the writing of my history of NSF support of engineering
research and remained an advocate, sat in on James Bergstrom’s meeting with Guy Guthridge
and Erick Chiang in NSF’s Office of Polar Programs. He recommended me to carry forward the
Antarctic oral history idea launched by Richard Bowers’s musings in New Zealand. Would I be
interested, George called to ask? “Sure, that sounds cool,” I said, with no conscious pun and no
inkling whatever of the transformative journey that lay ahead. After I met with Jim and absorbed
the magnitude and excitement of the Deep Freeze story, I gladly drafted a proposal for NSF
funding and then another when Guy and George suggested that I also write a history that would
include all that had happened because of the International Geophysical Year (IGY) in Antarctica
—the Navy’s essential enabling role, the IGY scientists’ coordinated quest for polar knowledge,
and politicians’ and statesmen’s bold pursuit of a treaty to preserve the IGY ideal on the polar
continent.At length the grant came through and, with that, my relationship with the Antarctic
Deep Freeze Association grew beyond any of our imaginings. Jim, as CEO, managed our
administrative affairs with meticulous attention, keeping me aware of requirements and ahead of
deadlines. Dick suggested interview subjects and made introductory contacts for me. He found
answers to my never-ending stream of questions. William (Bill) Stroup, also a DF I veteran,
handled all financial matters with NSF. They all faithfully stayed with me even when the project
expanded beyond their own polar involvement and the time and effort they thought they had
committed. They plied me with research materials, personal insights, and encouragement,
especially when barriers were encountered. An unusual partnership perhaps, it has been a
warm and fruitful one. Once-yeoman Bob Chaudoin, on his own, spent months retyping, and
annotating, for my use, the thick McMurdo and South Pole narratives and transcribing Navy
officer-in-charge David Canham’s diary.More than forty south-polar pioneers scattered around
the United States, and one in Antarctica, enthusiastically agreed to talk with me about their
experiences in widely varying roles. Identified formally in the Notes on Sources, they shared
memories and interpretations that illuminated every phase of the history. Please visit their
names. My former colleague, Darlene Wilt, beautifully transcribed the interview tapes. Ben
Koether of the Glacier Society kindly helped me set up interviews with former crew members of
the icebreaker Glacier.In addition, I was fortunate to use many oral history interviews conducted



for the Byrd Polar Research Center’s Polar Oral History Archival Program, headed by Capt. Brian
Shoemaker, USN (Ret.), of the American Polar Society, and Dr. Raimund Goerler of the Ohio
State University Libraries. While their NSF-funded project encompassed both polar regions and
a broader time frame, Brian coordinated his interview lists with mine, intentionally including
subjects relevant to my study. He expedited the transcription of those tapes and forwarded the
first drafts to me. We conducted three interviews together. These worthy human resources are
also named in the Notes on Sources.Family members of deceased participants generously
came forward to help. I welcomed Mildred Rodgers Crary’s offer of several valuable documents
pertaining to the Antarctic career of her late husband, among them a copy of Albert P. Crary’s
unpublished memoir, his work on an uncompleted history of the IGY, his near-transcription notes
on Chief Scientist Harry Wexler’s diary, copies of papers, and eulogies following his death in
1987. Carole Anderson, widow of IGY glaciologist Vernon Anderson, offered his diary, lovingly
transcribed by their daughter Suzanne. A photocopy of David Canham’s handwritten diary came
to me with the permission of his son and namesake via Dave Grisez. Susan Wexler Schneider
and Libby Wexler Novotny warmly supported my using their father’s Antarctic diary, and Susan
has given support and friendship ever since. Sharon Boyer lent the Antarctic correspondence of
her late husband, National Geographic photographer David Boyer. Frank Hudman provided
information on the P2V crash that claimed his father, Rayburn Hudman. Joanne Loomis offered
her late husband, Raymond Loomis’s, engineering report on Hallett Station. Edward Slagle
shared a taped narration made by his father, Capt. T. D. Slagle, chief medical officer in 1958; and
Marc Swadener sent a CD of a slide talk given by his late brother, J. R. (Dick) Swadener, on the
first Pole landing, and more.Dozens of Antarcticans and others lent or gave me valuable
personal material, some in quantity, for my research—books, magazines, articles, official
documents, memoranda, private memoirs, diaries, personal papers, newsletters, maps and
navigation charts, personal photographs in albums and on CDs, official Navy photographs,
newspaper clippings, scrapbooks, tapes, videos (professional and personal), and information
and advice by telephone, correspondence, conversation, and e-mail. It is not enough to simply
name them, but it is all that space will allow. Despite my best efforts, the list undoubtedly misses
someone, for which I am sorry: Ken Aldrich, Bob Allen, Ed Anderson, Ernest Angino, Billy-Ace
Baker, John Behrendt, Jim Bergstrom, Charlie Bevilacqua, Dick Bowers, John (Jack) Brown,
Lynn Cavendish, Bob Chaudoin, Dan Derkics, Cliff and Jean Dickey, Earl (Buz) Dryfoose,
Forrest Durnell, Dave Grisez, Pembroke Hart, Glen and Gwen Hartong, James Hoenig, Con
Jaburg, Bill Littlewood, Philip Mange, Ed Marolda, Ken Meyer, William Mills, George and Eunice
Moss, Paul Noonan, Crystal Polis, Al Raithel Jr., John Randall, Kathleen Reedy, Colon Roberts,
Gail Ross, Stanley Ruttenberg, Don Scott, Dan Secrest, Bernard (Bud) Singer, Paula Smith, Bill
Spindler, Hank Stephens, Frank Stokes, Bill Stroup, Charles Swithinbank, Robert Thomson,
George Toney, Jim Waldron, Ken Waldron, Ed Ward, Vic Young.Early on, my collaborators
decided that I must see Antarctica for myself. Guy Guthridge, who for four years provided
guidance and encouragement, made it happen, in January 2001. My polar education, which



took on extraordinary new meaning, was enhanced at McMurdo Station by CWO Pat Calpin,
USCG, Ted Dettmar, Bob Fleming, Irma Hale, Sharon Heilman, Kristan Hutchison, Wade Jeffrey,
Curt LaBombard, Kay Lawson, Donal Manahan, John Nicoletti, David Oliver, Col. Richard
Saburro, USAF, Sara Smolenack, Brian Stone, Michelle Waknitz, Buck Wilson, Peter Cleary and
Chris Cochran at Scott Base, and, especially, Ed Anderson, resident historian of the 1950s who
did all he could to make my visit historically meaningful and personally special. I hope all those
others who shared their awesome stories, helped me with heavy loads, answered my questions,
and wanted to know about my work will forgive me for missing their names.At the South Pole,
NSF’s Jerry Marty devoted an unaffordable afternoon to making mine memorable and
informative, along with Carlton Walker, Scott Smith, and the crews of both Hercs who honored
me with spectacular flights in the cockpit. Jerry’s support before and since has been exceptional.
In Christchurch, John and Noela Claydon showed me extraordinary hospitality and New
Zealand’s appreciation of Admiral Dufek. Curator Baden Norris personally guided me through
the splendid Antarctic hall of the Canterbury Museum.During my documentary research,
archivists Janice Goldblum and Daniel Barbiero at the National Academies were unfailingly
helpful, as were Barry Zerby, Marjorie Ciarlante, and others at the National Archives and Laura
Kissel at the Byrd Polar Research Center. Dean Allard, Jim Bergstrom, Dick Bowers, Bill Stroup,
Vic Young, John Behrendt, and Kim Malville helpfully read all or pertinent parts of the manuscript
in draft. George Mazuzan gave helpful advice at many points. At the University Press of
Colorado, Director Darrin Pratt and Sandy Crooms, Laura Furney, Dan Pratt, Ann Wendland, and
Cheryl Carnahan of his staff were encouraging, understanding, and helpful throughout.For all
this assistance and for getting to know these special people I am grateful beyond words. It is, of
course, my fault and regret, not theirs, if I still failed to get something right, although I hope they
understand that their “truth” might not be the whole of it. I hope they will forgive me for the great
stories that could not make the final cut and for the favors and material help I have inadvertently
neglected to mention.Finally, my inadequate thanks to my family, who embraced this history
almost as keenly as I have. I could not begin to enumerate everything my husband, Brian,
contributed to its completion. For his and our children’s and grandchildren’s love and support,
indulgence and understanding, Antarctic books and penguin mementos, I shall ever feel
graced.DEEP FREEZEINTRODUCTIONThe giants of Antarctica’s so-called Heroic Age—Scott,
Shackleton, Amundsen, Mawson, later Byrd—are familiar figures, even among the many who
know little about the desolate desert of ice at the bottom of the globe. But after the handful of
larger-than-life pre–World War I heroes came the pioneers. It was they who, in mid-century,
mostly anonymously, built the Antarctica of today.Their story centers on the International
Geophysical Year (IGY), 1 July 1957 through 31 December 1958—a coordinated, cooperative
worldwide effort to understand the earth and its environment. Of the earth’s two great unknowns
at the time, one was Antarctica. (The other was space. The Soviets’ orbiting of Sputnik in
October 1957 marked the achievement of a shared IGY goal, though few would remember that
connection.) The IGY focus on otherworldly Antarctica was fed by irresistible scientific curiosity.



Just how vast and deep was the continental ice sheet? What lay beneath it? How much did frigid
Antarctica influence hemispheric, if not global, weather patterns? How did the proximity of the
magnetic and geomagnetic poles affect solar and atmospheric phenomena such as cosmic rays
and the aurora australis?Scientific interest in Antarctica was not new. Qualified scientists
accompanied many of the earliest expeditions, whose primary impellers were wealth or glory.
For some leaders, the quest for knowledge enjoyed high priority in its own right; for all, it was
recognized as a way to add stature to the venture. Given that virtually nothing was known of the
immense whiteness, every finding was significant no matter how limited the scope of effort. Even
international polar science had precedent. The IGY began as the Third International Polar Year.
Two earlier modest, yet remarkable, international scientific surveys—in 1882–1883 and 1932–
1933—concentrated on the more accessible, more germane polar North, but they established
the effectiveness and value of sharing the results of numerous nations making the same kinds of
scientific observations simultaneously over a broad area. Even as the polar-year concept of the
1950s blossomed into an ambitious global endeavor, the poles remained anchor points, now
especially the mystical high-latitude South. The Norwegian-British-Swedish Antarctic Expedition
of 1949–1952 offered a timely model of a multinational scientific (not geographic) pursuit that
employed the latest technologies for work and travel. The IGY would borrow from all of these
forerunners, but its unprecedented scope, scale, and outcomes would make it something
new.The IGY fathers took their idea and enthusiasm directly to the international scientific
community, embodied in the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), which in turn
sought the support of the dozens of national academies of science that comprised its
membership. ICSU also formed a special organizing and coordinating committee, the Comité
Spécial de l’Année Géophysique Internationale. But each participating country’s “national
program” would be planned by its own national committee, according to its own means and
interests, and would be financed and implemented by its government, the only possible source
of sufficient support.The need for government funding, of course, inevitably introduced politics.
Fortunately, the key science leaders, starting with American Lloyd Berkner and Britisher Sydney
Chapman who conceived the IGY in the spring of 1950, were savvy and influential players in that
milieu. They had the political acumen to promote a studiously “apolitical” program. They would
welcome all nations wishing to join in without regard to political philosophy. They deliberately
excluded “controversial” sciences like geology and mapping, disciplines of an obviously
geophysical nature, lest they reveal valuable mineral resources—and thus set off a “rush” for
territorial advantage. (Americans would not be alone in quietly pursuing these activities anyway.)
The planners attempted neither financial nor program management at the international level,
thus avoiding hopeless accounting complexities, not to mention political quagmires. (Their
approach also minimized international overhead.) Yet concepts such as World Days and World
Data Centers would demonstrate international collaboration at its best. Finally, they astutely
waited to approach their respective governments until the science plans were sufficiently
advanced to present a persuasive case on scientific merits. It did not hurt that they could then



use other countries’ commitments as levers to pry more generous funding from potentially
parsimonious legislators.At home, the United States National Committee for the IGY was born a
creature of the prestigious National Academy of Sciences (NAS), which provided much of the
expertise through technical panels and special committees. It also created and housed a small
bureaucracy to run the U.S. program. But only a government agency could request and dispense
congressional appropriations; the private NAS could not. So the cub National Science
Foundation (NSF) took on the funding management role. It was a leap: NSF’s initial IGY budget
submission, though technically separate, doubled its own. These two voices of science would
sometimes find it hard to harmonize their approaches and methods, while other agencies,
especially the defense and diplomatic establishments, sang their own songs—ever seeking to
link IGY activity to the protection and enhancement of U.S. security and strategic interests.
Always, behind the facade of cooperative science lurked gut-felt fears that the Russians would
preempt the polar continent if the “Free World” did not act first.The staggering logistical
challenges of mounting an ambitious, far-flung scientific enterprise in Antarctica demanded
exacting care. In the United States, unlike the far-northern, ice-wise Soviet Union, no civilian
entity possessed either the equipment or the expertise to fulfill a mission so large and complex
under conditions so harsh. The American IGY, by necessity, turned to the U.S. Navy and other
military services to identify, assemble, and transport every volunteer, every tractor, roof truss,
and frozen turkey and to plan, site, construct, and maintain an infrastructure so that scientists
could pursue the science they came to do. Besides technical capability, the Navy brought to the
task a history of two Antarctic expeditions, a century apart—the Wilkes Expedition of exploration
and national prestige building, 1838–1842, and Operation Highjump in the austral summer of
1946–1947, the largest extreme-cold-weather naval training exercise ever. A then-classified but
primary goal was to establish a basis for claiming sovereignty over as much of the polar
continent as possible.In the following decade, the Navy’s Operation Deep Freeze, set up
specifically to provide logistical support for the IGY in Antarctica, faced a huge charge—frenzied
by a truncated time frame, the world’s longest supply line, the need to provision for two years in
case impenetrable ice thwarted resupply efforts, and the certain knowledge that anything left
behind would be done without. But the men would come through—with diligent planning,
ingenious improvisation, plenty of brute force, and “can do” spirit. Their ships negotiated
hummocky pack ice, their planes soupy whiteouts. Naval Construction Battalions (the Seabees)
built six scientific stations and a logistics base, each with its own problems of access, terrain,
and weather. Byrd Station, deep in the so-called American sector, would owe its existence to
heavy, sled-hauling tractor trains whose tortuous route through deadly crevasses was laid out
and made safe by U.S. Army crevasse experts. Air Force cargo planes would airdrop onto the
South Pole every great and small thing essential for life there. Admiral Dufek, the Navy man,
seized ability where he found it. Wintering-over Navy support personnel would melt snow for
water, cook meals of renowned quality, nurse along overworked equipment, run cranky
generators, provide radio contact with the outside world, and much more. They would mourn a



few dead. Their practical triumphs made possible the scientific successes that followed.The
American scientists, mostly young and inexperienced, were themselves pathfinders. With IGY
leaders sometimes dismissive of their ability to perform beyond “cookbook” instrument reading
and their mentors a world away, they mastered the use, maintenance, and repair of complicated
equipment and conducted preliminary analyses of tons of data. They calculated the thickness of
ice shelves and ice sheets and measured rates of snow accumulation and glacial flow. A few
dozen of them crawled thousands of miles over the unknown continent in grumbling tracked Sno-
Cats to push back the frontiers of knowledge. Some of their findings even they had trouble
believing.The Navy and IGY-science community made an odd couple; tension marked their
relations from the start. Navy leaders, straining to make a home for nearly 300 men at
widespread locations within the space of two short polar summers, felt little regard for scientists
who set unseen sites on paper in the comfort of temperate conference halls with no idea of the
actual conditions or appreciation for the costs of prevailing over them. IGY leaders, focused on
their own performance requirements and frantic to begin on time, seemed to find in every
setback evidence of Navy indifference. On the ice, sailors and scientists viewed one another
across divergent goals, social and educational cleavages, and differences in tastes and habits.
Yet, wintering over in intimate proximity, they adjusted remarkably well to each other overall.
Cultural clashes were exceptions. A dual command system, a reluctant compromise both civilian
and military leaders deplored, proved generally workable and effective in the reality of polar
camp life. Indeed, the most conspicuous leadership failure accompanied the one case where a
single commander had charge of an entire station.This history bears an American emphasis, an
American point of view. But the story cannot be told without interfaces with the people and
politics of the eleven other nations that sent IGY teams to the polar continent. The United States
operated one station bilaterally. All the others feared and distrusted the Soviet Union; ongoing
territorial rivalries also threatened the cooperative enterprise. One outstanding achievement of
the IGY, therefore, was an international exchange of Antarctic scientists. In particular, Russian
meteorologists (and those of several other countries) lived and worked at Little America’s
Antarctic Weather Central facility while U.S. counterparts wintered over at USSR Station Mirny,
giving both sides a chance to find friendly humanity beyond the ideological walls. On the ice,
distant Cold War machinations mattered little, and that fact gave one more nudge to what
followed.In fact, even before the IGY officially opened, U.S. IGY leaders proposed that the barely
begun scientific work in Antarctica continue when the “Year” was over. Congress countered with
reminders of a promised “one-shot” expenditure. The Navy had ambivalent feelings about
continuing to pour resources into a nonmilitary effort in an area of questionable strategic
importance, and the State Department was wary as always about allowing an inadvertent
Communist advantage. The international response was also mixed, but when the Russians
announced they were staying on, that decided it for everyone else. In the end, the participating
countries agreed to extend the program for one additional year, to be called the International
Geophysical Cooperation–1959, to buy time to work out more permanent arrangements.The



prickliest issue had to do with “ownership” of the polar continent. Seven nations, all of them
friendly to the United States, had made pie-shaped territorial claims terminating at the Pole,
some conflicting. While over the years American explorers had deposited claim sheets all over
Antarctica, the government had never formally acted on them—to the consternation of many
politicians and political activists—although it retained the “right” to do so. At the same time, it did
not recognize any claims of others. The Soviets, inactive since Bellingshausen’s early-
nineteenth-century circumnavigations of the continent, echoed that policy. If the United States
could boast the strongest “basis for a claim,” the consequences of asserting one began to
appear ever more problematic, the value ever more uncertain.Finally, after years of agonizing,
U.S. policy makers found in the IGY an opportune moment and a possible path to institutionalize
the scientific cooperation while putting aside the treacherous political issue of claims.
Painstaking negotiations among the twelve Antarctic IGY nations at length yielded the
compromises, controls, and acts of faith that became the Antarctic Treaty of 1959. A determined
band of U.S. senators, passionately anti-Communist and pro–American “rights,” did their best to
prevent ratification. But this small, imperfect, rather miraculous bond of peace and
purposefulness in a troubled world still holds today.It was an extraordinary time. The period in
question was remarkably short. From the time the Navy ships of Operation Deep Freeze I met
the ice of the Southern Ocean to the signing of the Antarctic Treaty was a scant four years. From
the emergence of the IGY concept to the indefinite extension of the IGY in Antarctica was less
than a decade. It was a dangerous time in history, with atomic weapons poised between two
implacable adversaries—both major Antarctic players. Perhaps that backdrop of Cold War terror
somehow inspired the peaceable scientific quest—a way to stay nuclear annihilation.Altogether,
this is a story of how an uncommon mix of people, representing cultures, agencies,
organizations, and countries from all the inhabited continents, came together to study the last
continent and then to reserve it as a continuing haven for science and peace. It is a story of how
science was brought to serve politics, national interests, and humankind. Fifty years after the
human and material resources of the United States and eleven other nations moved in on the
puzzled penguins, it is time to take a look at their historic experience and its
significance.PROLOGUETHE CALL OF THE ICETo the south of Magellan Strait there is a
supposed continent,twice the size of the United States, which is justly called themost mysterious
land in the world.—National Geographic, 19071The pioneers of today’s Antarctica followed a
handful of predecessors who, over the previous 180 years, approached and pricked the polar
continent seeking riches, knowledge, or glory. A few highlights from what went before help
illuminate and anticipate the extraordinary developments of the 1950s, when the context, scale,
and character of Antarctic activity changed profoundly.Those who have been there—anywhere
on the Antarctic continent—call it, simply, the ice. The term is a sort of privileged shorthand for
the small circle who know firsthand the look and feel of the coldest, windiest, highest (on
average), driest, emptiest, most remote place on earth. Those few have, over time, determined
that the ice sheet that covers and joins the geologically distinct regions known as East and West



Antarctica is as thick as three miles, averaging more than half of that. It contains 90 percent of
the earth’s total ice volume and 70 percent of its fresh water. Weather is both extreme and
volatile. Blizzards can appear in a moment; at least once the recorded temperature dropped
sixty-five degrees in twelve minutes. In much of the interior new snow is scant—the equivalent of
about two inches of rain per year. Antarctica boasts no native peoples, no plants save scarce
mosses and lichens, no terrestrial animal life more complex than wingless insects. Four species
each of seals and penguins come ashore to breed but nourish themselves from the teeming
sea.2Historically, it was called Terra Australis Incognita—unknown southern land. With no
evidence beyond reason, ancient Greeks argued the existence of a continent to balance those
known in the Northern Hemisphere. The large void at the bottom of world maps remained for
centuries a mystery, although belief in a temperate, possibly populated, land in the southern high
latitudes persisted. Captain James Cook, the great English navigator, disproved that notion by
circumnavigating the ice-shrouded continent between 1772 and 1775, sometimes south of the
Antarctic Circle (67°S). That put him below the Antarctic Convergence, where colder, denser
polar waters flowing northward sink beneath warmer, saltier, less dense sub-Antarctic waters.
That line, which circles the earth between about 50 and 60 degrees south latitude, shifts some
from season to season but defines the Antarctic as well as any boundary, since winter ice almost
doubles the size of the continent and summer melting can vary significantly by year.3Cook did
not see land, but his reports of abundant seals and whales soon brought the first surge of
European and American explorers to the Antarctic. They faced their wooden ships into the icy
spray of the Southern (merging Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian) Ocean, the world’s angriest, not to
discover but to make money. The “fabulous prices” commanded by fur seal pelts in China made
some of them fortunes—but not for long. They slaughtered so greedily that fur seals were almost
extinct by 1820. Waves of similarly heedless exploitation of elephant seals (for their oil) and of
whales had similar results later in the century. Unfortunately for history, to protect their profits
from potential competitors, the hunters typically kept their geographic findings
secret.4Continental land was sighted, but by whom first is still debated. If Britons Edward
Bransfield and William Smith saw what they thought they saw in January 1820, they were first to
glimpse the northernmost tip. Some Americans contended it was Nathaniel Palmer, twenty-year-
old captain of the sloop Hero, part of a sealing fleet in late 1820. It could well have been Captain
Thaddeus Bellingshausen, commanding the Russian naval vessels Vostok and Mirnyy, who
made an easterly continental circumnavigation, 1819–1821. Improbably, on 6 February 1821, as
a thick fog lifted, these latter two found themselves staring at each another at close range
somewhere near the South Shetland Islands. Palmer later wrote that the Russian leader,
acknowledging his discovery of land, had named it Palmers Land (now Antarctic Peninsula), but
contemporary records do not decide the issue.5Competing for strategic advantage and national
prestige, three other navies followed the Russians south. A French naval exploratory expedition,
1837–1840, commanded by Admiral J.S.C. Dumont d’Urville, landed near the Adélie Coast
south of Australia. In January 1841 Sir James Clark Ross led two ice-strengthened British



Admiralty ships, Erebus and Terror, through the pack ice surrounding the continent to open
water in what would become known as the Ross Sea and cruised in amazement along the
towering “Great Icy Barrier,” now called the Ross Ice Shelf. The next year he tried, but failed, to
penetrate the thicker, more pressure-driven ice of the Weddell Sea.6The fourth naval expedition
of the period, third to embark, was American—the United States Exploring Expedition, 1838–
1842, with Lieutenant Charles Wilkes in command of four small ships, none ideal for the job. Nor,
apparently, was the hot-tempered, second-choice leader. The four-year, wide-ranging Wilkes
Expedition accomplished a remarkable program, however—not least boldly waving the flag of
the young republic where the great powers, Britain and France, were simultaneously sailing.
Twice Wilkes pushed into the Southern Ocean for long cruises that skirted the pack ice along the
stormy coast south of Australia, sighting land several times. On 30 January 1840 he reported
“dark, volcanic rocks” and high, snow-covered land extending east to west “fully sixty miles.” And
then, “[N]ow that all were convinced of its existence, I gave the land the name of the Antarctic
Continent.” Ross and others would discredit some of Wilkes’s claims of discovery, to which he
held fast. Later investigators have shown that some of his “impossible” sightings resulted from
exceptionally clear Antarctic air, which shrinks visual distances, and to mirages, an optical
phenomenon whereby objects below the horizon are seen in reflection, sometimes righted by re-
reflection.7Wilkes, an excellent mathematician and physical scientist, established the expedition
as “a milestone in American science.” Geologist James Eights, who as the first American
scientist in the Antarctic in 1829–1830 had discovered a new species of “sea spider,” collected
fossils, and concluded from observing rocks embedded in icebergs that land (unseen) lay not far
to the south, was unfortunately bumped from this voyage at the last minute. But seven scientists
did work in “practically all phases of the physical and natural sciences of the day,” and that work,
like Eights’s perceptive and prolific output, was of sufficient scope and rigor to be admired by
scientists a century later. To support their primary mission of promoting navigation and
commerce, the eighty-three officers aboard made observations in geography, hydrography,
meteorology, astronomy, and terrestrial magnetism.8Following this flurry of international naval
activity, however, Antarctica slept more or less undisturbed for almost half a century. As historian
of Antarctic science G. E. Fogg wrote, there were “no tangible prospects of colonization nor
commercial incentives to attract governments to further ventures south.” For the moment, whales
could be found in friendlier waters. Would-be European explorers could find “ample excitement”
in the nearer Arctic and Africa, while Americans endured the Civil War and plumbed their own
vast West.9A conspicuous activist in this quiescent period was Matthew Fontaine Maury,
superintendent of the U.S. Navy’s Depot of Charts and Instruments from 1842 to 1861. Maury
systematically compiled a series of Wind and Current Charts with explanatory Sailing Directions,
tabulating data from the logbooks of naval ships and any commercial vessels that would oblige
in exchange for a copy of his latest revision. When varying a ship’s track according to his
recommendations proved to save days of sailing, Maury gained respect and cooperation
worldwide. He had little information, however, on the southern high latitudes, which he believed



“held the key” to the weather of the Southern Hemisphere. When Civil War preoccupations
deflected his appeals for U.S. Antarctic exploration to fill such knowledge gaps, he urged the
help of “fellow-laborers under all flags.” He did not succeed. Yet two International Polar Years and
the International Geophysical Year itself would owe much to Maury’s vision and persuasive
powers.10The first cooperative international polar studies grew from the mind of Austrian naval
lieutenant Karl Weyprecht, a member of the Austro-Hungarian North Pole Expedition of 1872–
1874. With time to ponder after his ship was beset, he came to believe polar expeditions should
focus on increasing scientific knowledge rather than discovering new geographic features
whose purpose was merely “to confer honour upon this flag or the other.” At a meeting of the
Association of German Naturalists and Physicists in Graz in 1875, he proposed that a ring of
scientific stations be established around the Arctic Circle where synchronous observations of
weather, terrestrial magnetism, and other geophysical phenomena would be made over the
span of a year. Weyprecht’s idea saw fruition (sadly, after his death at age forty-one) in the First
International Polar Year, 1882–1883, when scientists from ten European nations and the United
States operated fourteen such polar stations, obtaining, for example, the “first orderly picture” of
the aurora borealis. While the program focused north, a French station at Cape Horn and a
German base on South Georgia Island furnished comparative data from sub-Antarctic
latitudes.11The waning years of the nineteenth century saw a reawakening of interest in
Antarctica that culminated in the so-called Heroic Age. Between 1895, when the Sixth
International Geographical Congress in London specifically urged Antarctic exploration, and the
outbreak of World War I, sixteen expeditions from nine countries set forth—motivated by
personal ambition, national chauvinism, and scientific curiosity. These expeditions, none
American, were dominated by leaders who strove to leave their names on the virgin landscape.
Usually with only modest help, if that, from their respective governments, they relied on private
financing or sponsorship by scientific (primarily geographic) societies.The thrilling, oft-told
stories of the heroes’ triumphs and failures offered the few direct lessons that could be applied
by those who would follow in mid-century. Irish-born Ernest Shackleton, for example, who had
tramped 400 miles south from McMurdo Sound with Robert Falcon Scott in 1902, earned British
knighthood for his own audacious push to the South Pole in 1908–1909. Forced by insufficient
food, he turned back 97 miles from his goal—a crushing, courageous, almost-too-late decision.
In 1914–1916 he braved the treacherous Weddell Sea in an attempt to sledge across the entire
continent. But pressure ice trapped his ship, as it had those of at least three other contemporary
explorers—including the Belgica of Adrien de Gerlache, which in 1898, without choice, became
the first to winter over, in the pack ice of the Bellingshausen Sea. The ice eventually freed the
Belgian party, but, horrifically, it crushed and sank Shackleton’s Endurance. An inspired natural
leader, Shackleton succored and saved every man of his stranded crew of twenty-eight—in the
end, by a superhuman 800-mile sea journey in a 22-foot open boat.12If the largely
inexperienced officers and young men of Operation Deep Freeze could name only one explorer
from the Heroic Age, it would likely be Britain’s Scott, who staggered to the South Pole on foot



on 17 January 1912, only to discover that Roald Amundsen had planted the Norwegian flag
there a month earlier, on 14 December 1911. Scott’s company of five, man-hauling their sledges,
all died of the cold and starvation on the return trek. Amundsen and his four companions, on
skis, with dogs pulling their sleds, returned to their ice-shelf base camp fatter than when they set
out. Scott, whose diaries painted compelling pictures of travail and bad luck, became an almost
mythical hero in “noble” death while the taciturn Amundsen’s success was brushed aside. His
straightforward tale of miles covered, beacon cairns built, food depots laid, and more sounded
too easy for “adventure.”13But Amundsen got it right, as Roland Huntford made clear in his
harsh but persuasive comparative biography and as their own accounts confirm. Amundsen took
pains to acquire every relevant experience and skill. As first mate on the Belgica, he had
gleaned insights on leadership and preparedness from the mostly negative example of that
unhappy ship. He perfected every piece of equipment, every article of clothing. He calculated
every detail, especially food (to suffice between depots with a generous surplus), leaving
nothing to chance. Scott had motorized sledges and Siberian ponies to Amundsen’s sled dogs,
but the “motors” failed after a few miles and the ponies, copied from Shackleton, were a
disastrous choice. They were herbivores on a barren landscape. Hoofed, they had no footing on
ice. With enormous weight concentrated on each footfall, they floundered belly-deep in soft
snow. There was no saving one fallen into a crevasse. Dogs ate available seal, and Amundsen
sacrificed the weakest ones to sustain their harness mates. Scott calculated provisions “too fine,”
relied on improvisation, and championed the patriotic “manliness” of human labor. He used the
word “hope” noticeably often; his party’s march became, as Huntford has said, one of “witless
valor.” By the 1950s, dogs were anachronistic, but Amundsen’s meticulous, clear-eyed approach
and tested methods were the models to adopt.14World War I effectively put an end to the heroic
expeditions.15 But the war stimulated technological advances, which later explorers, as outlined
by geographer Kenneth Bertrand, lost no time in adapting to polar use—especially the airplane,
motorized land vehicle, aerial camera, and radio. A new, mechanized age was born. Although all
of these innovations had in some form been previously introduced, their systematic use changed
the nature of Antarctic operations. Sir Hubert Wilkins, an Australian with American financing,
made the first south-polar flights in November and December 1928, from Deception Island south
over the Antarctic Peninsula. Thwarted by unusually warm weather that made the remnant
volcano’s frozen caldera unsafe for takeoff on skis, the party had to smooth a runway on a spit of
volcanic ash and switch to wheels. That made field landings—and thus Wilkins’s planned trans-
Antarctic flight—impossible.16Americans were foremost in the new polar era. By far the most
important and renowned Antarctic explorer in the first half of the twentieth century was Richard
Evelyn Byrd who, from the first of his five expeditions, 1928–1930, embraced every technology.
A naval aviator trained in the Great War, he was but narrowly beaten by Wilkins in flying over the
continent (his first such flight was in January 1929), and he used aircraft as a centerpiece of his
program thereafter—as has every “serious expedition” since. The wide-tracked motorized
vehicles of his second expedition, 1933–1935, were the first that were reliable enough to be



called practical. The photographs of Scott’s Herbert Ponting and Frank Hurley, who wintered
with both Shackleton and Douglas Mawson of Australia, were breathtakingly beautiful as well as
priceless records, but Byrd’s Ashley McKinley took his cameras to the air, thus introducing a new
artistic and documentary perspective and the new practice of aerial mapping. Mawson set up
the first radio station at his base in East Antarctica’s Commonwealth Bay, 1911–1914, but range
was limited and contact required exceptional weather conditions. By his time, Byrd could
routinely facilitate the work, safety, and movement of trail and airborne parties by radio. During
his second expedition, he set up voice broadcasts to U.S. radio stations, reaping their
inestimable publicity value. Bertrand wrote, “Marie Byrd Land became, in the popular mind,
peculiarly American.”17Byrd brought much to his polar ambitions. Well connected through his
old Virginia family, he was, Rose wrote, handsome, charming, charismatic. He was, moreover,
singularly talented at “what he called ‘the hero business,’” according to scientist-writer David
Campbell. Perhaps that helped explain why he quirkily clung to fur suits and dog teams long
after contemporaries had discarded them. Professing to hate it, he “hustle[d]” the rich and
influential for their patronage while creating an adoring personal following and generating broad
interest in the polar South. A superb organizer, Byrd set up a main base camp for each
expedition (the previous one by then buried in drift) near the Bay of Whales site of Amundsen’s
“Framheim” on the Ross Ice Shelf. Ships could usually get through the pack ice there and moor
against sheltered bay ice, and planes could take off from the smooth barrier surface. He named
them all Little America, numbered consecutively—Little America II, then III, IV, and V (the latter
two substantially the work of others).18Byrd sent out both aerial and overland parties in
complementary and coordinated programs of exploration. Among his discoveries were the
Rockefeller and Edsel Ford mountain ranges (named for backers) and Marie Byrd Land
(honoring his wife). His maiden expedition forged its right to remembrance by his flight over the
South Pole on 28–29 November 1929. It took jettisoning over 200 pounds of emergency food to
climb over the “Hump” of the Transantarctic Mountains onto the high polar plateau, but it was
that or dump critical gasoline. Only “white desolation and solitude” greeted them, Byrd wrote: “It
is the effort to get there that counts.” His claimed overflight of the North Pole in May 1926 has
since been questioned, as has this one, but not his planning, determination, or courage.19Byrd
mentored a cadre of young men who later played major Antarctic roles. His first expedition
science leader, University of Michigan geology professor Laurence Gould, led the longest
scientific dog-sledging trek in Antarctic history, studying ice-shelf movement and the
composition of the Queen Maud Mountains. He later chaired the U.S. IGY Antarctic Committee.
Paul Siple, a nineteen-year-old Eagle Scout who won a national competition to accompany Byrd,
would find his life’s work on the ice, capped by leading the first wintering at the South Pole. Lloyd
Berkner, a radio engineer with Byrd in 1928 who became an influential figure in U.S. science
policy, would father the IGY idea.The success of the first Polar Year had spurred similar scientific
organizations and national committees in thirty-three countries to plan a Second International
Polar Year for 1932–1933, exactly fifty years later, with a similar but more extensive scientific



program. Much would be learned, especially about the burgeoning field of radio
communications, although the global economic depression of the time “severely curtailed” the
effort. Byrd, made rear admiral by act of Congress, was eager to return south. While he did not
emphasize it, the timing of his second expedition allowed him to take advantage of the fund-
raising and public relations potential of the Polar Year as well as contribute (a bit late) some
meteorological, ice-depth, upper-air physics, and oceanographic observations. Byrd’s team also
generated Antarctica’s first electricity for light and power and discovered the southernmost fossil-
bearing coal deposits to date.20But this expedition will ever be known for Byrd’s solitary winter
at Bolling Advance Weather Base, a tiny “shack” buried in drift 100 miles south of Little America.
Why he chose to remain there alone, in defiance of polar survival wisdom, still perplexes. He
wrote that time ran out to provision the camp for the intended three persons; two he viewed as a
potential psychological nightmare, and so there would be one—himself. Besides making
weather and auroral observations, he had “no important purposes” except to “taste peace and
quiet and solitude long enough to find out how good they really are.” He claimed self-revelations
about harmony, values, and human meaning but nearly died of carbon-monoxide poisoning from
an improperly ventilated stove. A tractor party bravely journeyed out to him in the dark, caring for
him until he could withstand a flight out. Charles J.V. Murphy, New York World reporter on the
expedition, wrote later in private correspondence that Byrd grew “old before his time. . . . The
ordeal at the Barrier had sapped his strength and, I suspect, unsettled his mind. He was not the
same afterwards.”21Perhaps the most courageous—surely the most rash—American to leave
his name on the interwar Antarctic map was the millionaire Lincoln Ellsworth, who had flown in
the Arctic with Amundsen. His self-financed ambition, managed and advised by Wilkins, was to
fly across the polar continent. It took him three tries in three successive seasons. Ellsworth
chose an outstanding pilot, Herbert Hollick-Kenyon, and a custom-made single-engine aircraft
with low-mounted wings that could be dug in flush with the snow for wind protection. He was
also helped by thorough preparation, his excellent navigational skills, and—especially—luck.
The map beneath him was mostly blank. He had no backup plane, no rescue team, no fuel to
retrace his steps. The pair took off from Dundee Island on the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula on
23 November 1935, and after about 2,200 miles and four intermediate ski landings on the ice—
some for days because of blizzards—they came down on 5 December, out of gas, about 16
miles from Little America. It took them ten days to find the empty base.22Admiral Byrd went back
once more in 1939, this time to lead a government operation called the United States Antarctic
Service (USAS). A civilian program organized by the State, Treasury, Navy, and Interior
departments, the USAS was run by the Navy. Franklin Roosevelt, long fascinated by Byrd’s
exploits, renewed his interest when he learned of Nazi polar activity. The two already shared a
wish to establish a permanent American presence on the ice. With Roosevelt’s personal
involvement, the USAS became an amalgam of two proposed expeditions—one by Finn Ronne
and Richard Black, both veterans of Byrd’s second expedition, and a private foray Byrd was
planning. The president’s friendship won Byrd the command. Ronne, already upstaged by Black



on a polar plan he called his own, was galled to find himself in shadow. The USAS set up two
stations—West Base (Little America III, again at the Bay of Whales) headed by Paul Siple and
East Base on Stonington Island off the west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula, where Black had
charge, with Ronne as second-in-command. Sledge journeys and aerial reconnaissance once
more added to geographical, geological, meteorological, and biological knowledge. But as war
loomed in 1941, the bases were evacuated, not relieved with new personnel as planned.23By
Byrd’s final two journeys to the frozen continent, the times had changed dramatically, and the
luster of his name was more valued than his leadership. Indeed, he spent little time on the ice
with the USAS. This and later expeditions were too large, too complex, and too expensive to be
dominated by one larger-than-life hero whose polar operations were personally planned. As in
corporate and political America, the organization came to overshadow the mark of the
individual.Politics inevitably followed exploration and discovery. By World War II, seven countries
—Great Britain, Argentina, Chile, France, Norway, Australia, and New Zealand—had laid formal
claim “based on discovery, adjacency, or decree” to various parts of Antarctica. Except for
Norway’s undefined inner and outer boundaries, these were designated in pie-shaped “sectors”
that terminated at the South Pole. The British had, in fact, since about 1920, planned secretly to
acquire the entire continent. They offered Byrd friendly assistance but suggested he was
trespassing on imperial territory and sent Mawson out to lead a British-Australian–New Zealand
expedition (BANZARE, 1929–1931), ostensibly for research but certainly to wave the Union
Jack. Argentina and Chile considered the Antarctic Peninsula an extension of their homelands;
their claims and Britain’s overlapped, causing friction and occasional skirmishes. One sector
remained unclaimed. Fortunately, all the claimant states were friendly to the United States.
Germany’s 1939 Neu-Schwabenland Expedition, however, and its wartime threats to allied
shipping in the Southern Hemisphere caused great concern, and after the war the Soviet
Union’s designs came under intensified suspicion, though it never asserted a claim.24The
United States, nervous yet chronically indecisive on the matter, pressed no claims and
recognized none. In 1924 Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes argued from international
law that discovery did “not support a valid claim of sovereignty” unless it was followed by “actual
settlement.” Ten years later the government amended Hughes’s policy to “reserve all rights,”
meaning that it could, if it wished, act on a legitimate basis for a claim at some future time.
George Toney, IGY staff member and then scientific leader at Byrd Station, thought later that one
reason for that camp’s inland location was that it was “spang in the middle of a huge unclaimed
wedge of Antarctica where the United States might well launch a claim later on, if it came to
that.” Meanwhile, American explorers strewed claim sheets over the ice on their travels, with
highly placed if hushed encouragement. Roosevelt, for example, told Byrd in 1939 to keep
“careful records” of claims dropped from aircraft or left in cairns; such “might assist in supporting
a sovereignty claim.” He should make “no public announcement,” however, “without specific
authority in each case from the Secretary of State.” But official policy and action were still years
away.25Seven nations, all friendly to the United States, maintained territorial claims in



Antarctica. Some overlapped. One pie-shaped sector remained unclaimed. Antarctic Information
Map, adapted. Courtesy, the International Antarctic Centre, Christchurch, New Zealand.Except
for Britain’s secret expedition called Operation Tabarin, 1943–1945, which challenged the claims
of neutral but Nazi-leaning Argentina by establishing its own permanent facility on the Antarctic
Peninsula, the continent lay quiet during World War II after the Germans and Americans
departed. But after the war, the United States military renewed its strategic interest after more
than a century (since the Wilkes Expedition) of thinking that Antarctica, cold and lifeless, was too
distant from the world’s centers of population and political power to bother about. That attitude
changed—not for reasons intrinsic to Antarctica but in response to perceived dangers at the
other pole.26Japanese incursions in Alaska were a recent memory, and fears of a Soviet air
attack over the North Pole gained strength as the Cold War—personified by Europe’s “iron
curtain,” the nuclear arms race, and Russian designs in the Middle East and Asia—overtook a
shaky peace. To prepare for threats in the polar north, the Navy created Task Force 68,
Operation Nanook, to train personnel, evaluate equipment, and test ships in the ice floes
between Greenland and Canada during the summer of 1946. The need for more extensive
training in frigid conditions was early agreed, but the long, dark winter was rapidly approaching.
Besides, diplomatic considerations discouraged conducting large-scale military operations in
the Arctic, where no U.S. land went far enough north to be a suitable proving ground.27So the
Antarctic emerged as a surrogate Arctic test site. Thanks to the reversed seasons of the
Southern Hemisphere, the same ships and personnel could train in twenty-four-hour daylight
first in one polar region and then the other. The south’s huge landmass made it appreciably
colder, which offered the punishing benefit that operations conducted successfully there could
surely promise reliability in the relatively less harsh north. Antarctica’s isolation and emptiness
ensured maximum security—that is, secrecy—and minimum political complications. The
sparsity of knowledge about the polar continent, coupled with a desire to challenge task-force
members with interesting problems under battle-worthy conditions, led Byrd to propose a
concomitant program of exploration and scientific research. Where did the observed mountain
ranges originate? What did the vast stretches of still-unseen coastline look like? How extensive
were the known Antarctic coal deposits? Postwar thinkers seemed hopeful, if not confident, of
finding mineral resources in economically viable quantities, and the United States did not want
to miss out on their exploitation. The added cost of a science program would be almost
incidental. Some American planners naively thought the countries closest to Antarctica would
“welcome an international approach” to its “scientific unveiling.”28Thus it was that the U.S. Navy
Antarctic Developments Project, code-named Operation Highjump,29 was established on 26
August 1946 and hastily organized that fall as Nanook wound down. Its primary purpose was to
train personnel and test equipment in frigid zones. Tellingly, number two on its list of goals was to
extend the basis for U.S. claims in the Antarctic. The then-classified Navy report put this sound-
bite phrase more baldly—to “consolidate and extend US sovereignty over the largest practicable
area of the Antarctic continent.” Territorial ambition, however ambiguously acknowledged, would



underlie a great deal of U.S. interest and activity in Antarctica for many years, always colored by
fear of Soviet machination. So the State Department maintained a bulging file of U.S. explorers’
duplicate claim sheets, listened as some claimant countries hinted that they would welcome a
U.S. claim (to buttress the legitimacy of their own claims and forestall Soviet designs), and did
little to discourage domestic political pressure for asserting a claim. Highjump’s other plans,
practical and predictable, were to investigate potential base sites, perfect cold-weather flying
techniques, increase scientific knowledge, and generally supplement the Arctic objectives of
Operation Nanook.30Byrd was named officer in charge, to exercise technical control while on
the ice. Rear Adm. Richard Cruzen, who as a lieutenant commander had skippered Byrd’s The
Bear of Oakland on the USAS expedition, commanded Task Force 68 and one of the three ship
groups deployed around the continent. Capt. George Dufek, who had served with Cruzen both
on the Bear and in Nanook, had charge of the Eastern Group’s three ships. He would be back.
Cmdr. William (“Trigger”) Hawkes headed the air squadron, impressing Dufek enough to assure
himself future polar duty. Thus, the top leadership was nominally shared, but as would be
illustrated even more starkly in 1955, by command authority this was a Navy operation. Cruzen
would call the shots. Renowned himself by then, Siple awkwardly served as both the War
Department’s senior representative on the flagship Mount Olympus and Byrd’s personal
representative. He and Byrd were kept from the planning details, he complained to Cruzen, not
for the last time smarting that proven polar expertise got little respect.31The first thing to be said
about Operation Highjump is that it was huge—by far the largest Antarctic expedition ever. Four
thousand seven hundred naval and marine personnel participated, with thirteen ships—
including an aircraft carrier and a submarine—nineteen fixed-wing aircraft, and four helicopters.
Forty-four observers from the Army (there had been some talk of a joint Army-Navy task force),
government agencies, and the press also went along. The nucleus of this force came from
Nanook, but its great size necessitated many new faces, another obvious characteristic of the
exercise noted by historian Lisle Rose. Ice experience was rare among the leader corps and
practically nonexistent in the lower ranks. The intrepid Seabees of the wartime construction
battalions were now nearly bereft of experienced builders.32Inexperience also marked the all-
important air operations. No pilot or flight crew member had ever flown in Antarctic skies, and
few had flown from carriers. Navigation with the distortions of a grid system overlying the
disorienting convergence of longitudinal lines near the Pole—not to mention the absence of
stars or reliable charts or weather stations or airfields—would shake the confidence of the most
cocky. There was practically no time to design, fabricate, and test skis for the aircraft, essential
for landing on snow. Conrad (“Gus”) Shinn, then a twenty-four-year-old Navy pilot, remembered
Hawkes telling him—in November, the eve of deployment—to “take an airplane and get a set of
skis and go up someplace and test these skis and see if they’ll work.” So he flew to Edmonton,
Alberta, tried a few ski landings, and reported back, “Yes, they’ll work.” That thin experience gave
Shinn Highjump’s margin of ski expertise; for every other pilot, his ski landing on the Ross Ice
Shelf was his first.33It was not much different for the ships, which sailed on 2 December 1946



for their month-long journey south. The aircraft carrier Philippine Sea, from which the largest
planes yet would be launched, had just completed its shakedown cruise. Of the two icebreakers,
the Navy’s Burton Island was brand new and just undergoing sea trials. The smaller, older
Northwind of the Coast Guard was severely tested in ice that was unusually thick and difficult
that year. Despite helicopter searches for leads (fingers of open water), all of the unprotected
vessels suffered damage to hulls, rudders, or propellers. The submarine Sennet never made it
through and had to be towed back out. Once into the open waters of the Ross Sea beyond, the
mariners discovered that the ice shelf forming the Bay of Whales—historic haven for expeditions
—had shifted, leaving only a narrow entrance. The bay itself was choked with ice, which,
fortunately, the Northwind managed to clear.34Off-loading began immediately, and the Seabees
hurriedly constructed a temporary base, Little America IV, about two and a half miles from Byrd’s
now-buried Little America III. Fifty-four pyramidal tents for quarters, neatly arranged in rows and
columns like polka dots on the snow, joined various other structures housing the necessary
functions—communications, power generation, food service, aviation maintenance, sanitation.
But the season was short, the officers reluctant to risk the thin-skinned ships in the menacing
ice. So only personnel who could be evacuated by icebreaker—fewer than 200—would remain
ashore to conduct the aerial surveys and scientific work. The upshot was the rather ludicrous
necessity of some crews reloading cargo aboard ship even as others were still unloading
material for use at the base. The Burton Island would evacuate everyone left in camp on 23
February 1947.35Air exploration was a top Highjump goal, to be conducted primarily by six twin-
engine R4Ds (the equivalent of civilian DC-3s). With insufficient range (800 miles) to fly in
directly from New Zealand, they were toted south, some partially dismantled to save space, on
the Philippine Sea. On the plus side, R4Ds were economical and simple to maintain, their
landing-gear configurations suitable for skis. Canadians had already used them effectively in the
Arctic. But to take off from the carrier, the planes required wheels; to land on the ice, skis were
necessary. So slots were cut in the wide, stubby skis, through which the wheels would protrude—
but the distance felt safe for takeoff was too far for safe landing. Byrd and Hawkes finally settled
on a slim three inches of clearance from deck to skis. Moreover, carriers were built for swept-
wing fighters. The R4Ds’ wide-span wings would not clear the superstructure; they could use
only the forward half of the flight deck. Rightly concerned, Byrd invited Shinn to his stateroom for
dinner, pressing him with, “You really think you’re going to get off? You really think so?”36When
the moment came, the Philippine Sea held on station 700 miles out, beyond the pack ice. Byrd,
his leadership instinct intact, climbed aboard the first plane. Hawkes took the pilot’s seat,
chewing on his habitual unlit cigar. With blasts of JATO—canisters of propellant strapped to the
belly for a short-lived but powerful jet-assisted takeoff—the plane shot off the deck, dipped,
wobbled, and fought to remain airborne. When it did so, the relief was palpable, though Shinn
described it nonchalantly: the planes “took off in a couple hundred feet—a couple of fuselage
lengths maybe. No problem.” All six eventually landed safely on the Little America snow strip.
With their wheels then removed, the R4Ds operated effectively on the ice, but with recovery



impossible, they had to be abandoned when the exercise was over. Not until Deep Freeze II,
1956, would an R4D—augmented with a huge fuel tank in the fuselage—manage a direct flight
from New Zealand. Highjump saw the first and last use of an aircraft carrier in the Antarctic. The
giant platforms were too valuable to be risked in the ice and were needed elsewhere.37Byrd had
hoped to photograph and map all of Antarctica’s 16,000-mile coastline with the R4Ds and long-
range PBM (Patrol Bomber, Martin) flying boats carrying three-lensed “trimetrogon” cameras
that would take simultaneous pictures straight ahead and off to the left and right at specified
angles. If the planes flew at the same constant altitude, mapmakers could then supply contour
and elevation lines. The pilots, however, were not used to precision flying and knew neither the
continent nor aerial mapping techniques. Foul weather stole visibility. With no time to establish
ground-control points, they did what they could with overlapping photos and tying in with old
fixes and geographic features, using the Astro-compass and sun lines plotted across the flight
track. In truth, the navigation was iffy. “We didn’t really know where we were most of the time,”
said Shinn. Yet they saw a lot. Lt. W. R. Kreitzer, pilot of the Western Group, overflew a rocky,
open-water area of East Antarctica’s Budd Coast, now called the Windmill Islands, in Vincennes
Bay. His favorable report would help site Wilkes IGY Station in 1957. Pilot David Bunger
discovered another unusual rocky, ice-free zone with pools of meltwater variously colored by
algae. It became known as Bunger Hills, after initial fame as “Bunger’s Oasis” when the press
sent out overblown descriptions suggesting some “mysterious heat source.”38Antarctica doled
out its famed adversity. On 30 December 1946 the Eastern Group, working along the “phantom
coast” of the Antarctic Peninsula (so-called for the effect its incessant storminess had on
visibility), suffered a tragic loss when a PBM crashed, killing three crew members. Thick weather
delayed rescue of the survivors for thirteen days. One would lose both feet. Dufek himself went
into the icy drink when his helicopter crashed into the sea and again while transferring between
ships in a breeches buoy (an airborne chair traveling on cables between pulleys). He survived
both dunkings without ill effect. The Eastern and Western groups intended to explore around the
continent from opposite directions until they met, but difficult pack ice hampered ship
movements, and persistent fog, sleet, and snow prevented the launching of seaplanes. Dufek
ordered, “Let’s get out of here,” and Highjump was over.39Measured against the rushed
planning, glaring inexperience, and brief operating season (three scant months, only thirty-six
days ashore), Highjump could claim a creditable showing despite the losses and
disappointments. For Rose, the “most discouraging” result was that the estimated 300,000
square miles “photomapped” was only about a quarter of the original objective. About half of the
almost 70,000 hard-won aerial photographs lacked adequate ground control. Still, thousands of
miles, including mountains and glaciers, were visually documented, and the first nearly
complete map of the coastline was produced. Rose also cited the submarine failure, tracked-
vehicle shortcomings, and the loss of lives to judge Highjump but a “limited success.” Yet most of
the types of transport introduced that summer would serve in every future expedition. This first
Antarctic use of icebreakers and helicopters established the indispensability of the one, the



potential of the other. Ski-wheel landing gear and JATO extended flying options. Low-ground-
pressure tracked vehicles, clothing improved by wartime research, and shortwave radio
increased human reach and endurance. The naval forces learned about polar operations and
the continent itself, concluding that they could live and work on it for extended periods. And they
affirmed and extended U.S. presence in Antarctica.40Almost a decade later, when the Navy
leaders of Operation Deep Freeze pored over the three-volume Highjump report, they would
profit from such observations as: Winds and currents can, and will, change ice conditions
radically over a short period of time. Parking a plane on the ice “for even one second” can mean
sticking fast to it; placing plywood under the wheels helps. Icebreaker channels cut as straight as
possible help prevent ships following in convoy from scraping their sides on jagged ice. Polar
living requires a 30 percent increase in the normal ration allowance, and good food boosts
morale. And, if anyone needed reminding: the Antarctic is “relentlessly unforgiving of mistakes
and slipshod work.”41As for Highjump’s science program, it was clearly a secondary
consideration. Siple wrote that some of the scientists aboard grew so frustrated with Admiral
Cruzen’s disregard for their needs in his focus on exploration that they vowed never to return to
Antarctica with a Navy expedition. (They did, of course.) On the other hand, Father William
Menster, the Navy chaplain who did not know where he was going until he reported aboard the
Mount Olympus, wrote in his memoir that Highjump was to be a scientific expedition; the
function of those who were not scientists was to assist those who were. Whether the innocence
was his or his to convey is not clear. Regardless, significant scientific accomplishments included
synoptic weather and magnetic observations, surveys of whales and other fauna, radar and
sonar testing on ice targets, ionospheric measurements and studies of radio-wave propagation,
and air sampling for chemical analysis.42The Army observers who accompanied Highjump later
prepared a “Plan for Antarctic Scientific Exploration,” an unattributed document that undoubtedly
bore Siple’s hand. First among its observations was that the historic Heroic Age had run its
course. It was time to “cease classical or adventurous exploration” and begin a scientific
exploitation, made possible by new methods and tools of science and engineering. Also, the
scientific answers to be wrested from the ice “belonged to the world” and would be best obtained
by the world’s scientists systematically working together from many locations—a wishful, if not
prescient, anticipation of the IGY. Recognizing the obstacle of territorial claims, the plan
suggested that the United Nations provide governance (later acknowledging that the then-infant
organization was unready for such a responsibility) or that an English-speaking joint-sovereignty
arrangement be concluded. At least an agreement could specify that scientific work would not
be used to promote claims—here prefiguring future diplomatic developments.43One last
privately financed exploring expedition, the Ronne Antarctic Research Expedition (RARE),
steamed southward on 26 January 1947, two months after Highjump. Its leader, Norwegian-born
Finn Ronne, could trace his polar passions to his father, Martin Ronne, who had gone to the
Antarctic with both Amundsen and Byrd. Ronne, an expert skier and dog driver, had previously
wintered over with Byrd and with the USAS at East Base, to which he was now returning. Ronne



managed to cadge a Navy ship, three Air Force planes, war-surplus clothing, and other help
from various government agencies. In return, he promised to test materials and conduct certain
research. Some private institutions contributed scientific instruments or sponsored scientists for
specific studies.44For its small size, just twenty-one men, the Ronne expedition contributed
significantly to knowledge of both sides of the southern half of the Antarctic Peninsula and
adjacent areas along the coast of the Weddell Sea. By his account, Ronne explored and
mapped new territory two and a half times the size of Texas. The area west of the ice shelf
described in 1912 by German explorer Wilhelm Filchner, he named Edith Ronne Land for his
wife. Later, it would become the Ronne Ice Shelf. He had proposed to determine if the Weddell
and Ross seas were connected and surmised from the lay of the land that they were not, a
conclusion also reached by two Byrd expeditions and by Operation Highjump, operating from
the Ross Sea side.45Astonishing in its time was the presence of women on this expedition, the
first known to winter over in Antarctica. Edith Ronne, called Jackie, had accompanied her
husband as far as Chile, where he proposed that she continue on south—to the intense
opposition of the men, including pilot Harry Darlington, who protested that “there are some
things women don’t do. They don’t become Pope or President or go down to the Antarctic!” This
he directed to his bride, Jennie, also still aboard, when the others grudgingly decided that two
women would be less intolerable than one. Sadly, this historic first was stained with discord.
When Ronne grounded Darlington after an irreparable falling out, the loyal young women lost
each other’s companionship, too.46An irony of the RARE effort was that the British Falkland
Islands Dependencies Survey (FIDS) had in the interim also set up a base on Stonington Island,
not a quarter of a mile from East Base, where Ronne expected to use leftover equipment,
supplies, and living quarters. The two leaders testily accused each other of trespass. As Ronne
wrote, “It was incongruous that the only two expeditions on the more than 5 million sq. m.
Antarctic continent had to be sitting practically on top of one another and arguing about who
claimed the land.” Indeed, the American base sat on disputed ground, and the British Base “E”
was clearly aimed at shoring up the validity of the UK claim against those of Chile and Argentina.
For his part, Ronne scattered U.S. claim sheets, firmed up U.S. presence in the region, and laid
groundwork for U.S. interest in a Weddell Sea station for the IGY. Eventually, the two parties did
some joint exploring, combining American airplanes and British dogs to mutual advantage.47A
year after Highjump, the U.S. Navy established a Second Antarctic Developments Project, its
mission similar. Lacking an official code name, it came to be dubbed “Operation Windmill,”
apparently for its whirling helicopters. Commander Gerald L. Ketchum, who had captained the
Burton Island in Highjump, was put in charge of the new, much smaller Task Force 39—only 500
men, two icebreakers, and no press. They arrived at Little America on 1 February 1948, already
late in the season. The Windmill investigators revisited distant Wilkes Land, finding difficult pack
ice, the Bunger Lakes area unsuitable for a base (the Russians would later build one there), and
the water in most of its “lakes” bitterly saline. They did locate a site in the Windmill Islands where
boats could land, a point later recalled by IGY planners. They also established more geodetic



ground-control points for the Highjump trimetrogon photographs, essential for mapping. Several
scientists aboard made tidal, magnetic, and biological observations. They were limited by time
and bad weather but did not report the fierce winds characteristic of the area. The project was
basically a “footnote to Highjump,” wrote Rose.48The task force also operated in the Ross Sea
and off the coast of West Antarctica. On 20 February 1948 the Burton Island detoured to break
out the Port of Beaumont, Ronne’s expedition ship, which remained stuck in Marguerite Bay. The
previous autumn it had been deliberately frozen in, but now the short summer was neither
stormy nor warm enough to dissipate the ice. The rescue was critical; Jennie Darlington was
pregnant. Ronne made it sound like a social call from Captain Ketchum, “an old friend.”49At the
same time, in Washington, D.C., those who both celebrated the massive Highjump project and
lamented its limitations began to push for a large-scale Highjump II, to be deployed in the austral
summer 1949–1950. A new Task Force 66—seven ships, 3,500 men—would ambitiously train,
test, and explore as before, emphasizing aerial photomapping of “vast virgin areas.” It amounted
to a “very definite and aggressive plan” to strengthen the U.S. claims posture. When a special
National Academy of Sciences committee reported that “every square mile of unexplored
territory must be assumed to have potential value at some time in the future, if not now,” military
planners were further spurred. Byrd, Dufek, and Siple would all serve in familiar roles. Ronne
quickly proposed a scientific expedition at Gould Bay in the Weddell Sea, an area “unknown
geographically, geologically and geophysically.” Stressing U.S. glory and knowledge to be
shared with the world, he outlined geographical goals—his own—and a multifaceted science
program whose details would clearly be left to others. What is interesting beyond Ronne’s
tireless pursuit of expedition support is how often copies of his proposal were appended to
Highjump II planning documents. It is unclear whether or how the Navy intended to use Ronne or
his plans, although Gould Bay came to be one of the three proposed base sites.50But Highjump
II was not to be. Staff studies were finding the cost ($6.5 million, later nearly halved) too high, the
time frame too tight, and the benefits (claims, resources) too iffy. By February 1949 the newly
created Department of Defense, struggling over priorities in a time of extreme austerity even as
the Navy was seeking its place within the unified organization, concluded that the “continuing
unsettled international situation” spoke against costly deployments into “distant and nonstrategic
areas.” The State Department’s “somewhat qualified” approval damned the plan with faint praise.
On 25 August 1949 the chief of Naval Operations canceled the exercise, for “compelling reasons
of economy.” Byrd was appalled—at the waste of $1.3 million already spent, the missed
opportunity to acquire “vast areas of Antarctica,” the loss of cold-weather training. “We go South
to learn how to conquer the North polar areas,” he fumed. Siple, sharing Byrd’s view, laid the
blame to “political considerations”: Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson “wanted to seize upon
something spectacular to eliminate so that his postwar economy drive would appear politically
significant.” Like others, Siple also fingered Harry Truman: newspapers reported that the
president, who was “engaged in a completely unrelated squabble” with the explorer’s brother,
Senator Harry F. Byrd of Virginia, allegedly complained of “too many birds (Byrds).” His target



unattainable, he shot at the one he could.51Also about then, the State Department was groping
toward an Antarctic solution of its own, driven in part by the threat of war between Britain and
Argentina over their competing claims. In 1948 it suggested an eight-nation condominium to
govern the polar continent—the joint sovereignty to be exercised by the seven claimants and the
United States, which would assert its own claim, justified by Byrd’s and others’ extensive
exploration. The proposal failed when the other parties would not relinquish or share authority
over their claims. The uninvited Soviet Union declared priority in Antarctica through
Bellingshausen’s discoveries and refused to recognize any plan made without its input. Chile’s
rejection came with an insightful counteroffer—the Escudero Declaration—which would “freeze”
territorial issues for five years while scientists gathered and exchanged data. This, with all the
rest, came to nothing, but in another decade its revival would inspire a key element of the
landmark Antarctic Treaty.52For now, the United States would cling to its “right” to make
territorial claims while avoiding the military and diplomatic messiness of actually pressing them.
Mineral resources, if any, seemed locked too deeply under the ice for economical development,
while living resources could be exploited from ships without land bases. The Navy would not
return to Antarctica until 1955, still unsure whether the cold continent offered strategic value
beyond denying access to potential enemies. In any case, the armed forces were soon swept up
in the Korean conflict and the worsening Cold War. Any polar energy was directed toward North
Pole dangers from the now-nuclear USSR and implementing the DEW (Distant Early Warning)
Line of radars along the 70th parallel, which would eventually stretch from Alaska to
Greenland.While U.S. exploratory, military, and diplomatic initiatives receded for a time, the
Norwegian-British-Swedish expedition to Queen Maud Land, 1949–1952, marked a substantive
transition in Antarctica. This international party focused on systematic scientific observations,
not methodological “firsts” or “making as long a journey as possible into new territory.” Its
logistical and scientific approaches would be directly transferable to the Scientific Age about to
be born.53 Indeed, the scientific community was about to burst with an idea that would change
forever the history of the polar continent.CHAPTER ONETHE INTERNATIONALGEOPHYSICAL
YEARIdea to RealityThe IGY is the world studying itself. It is seldom that thisworld of ours acts
together. . . . Yet, for the next 18 months, eastand west, north and south, will unite in the greatest
assault inhistory on the secrets of the earth. . . . At the same time, it maywell help to solve the
real problem—the conflict of ideas.—Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, 19571Early Antarctic
explorers often used scientific research to legitimize and attract support for their expensive
expeditions. The disappointed Shackleton brought back coal, fossil plants, and petrified wood
from his near-conquest of the South Pole, proof of a temperate past. Sometimes there was
genuine interest, as with Scott who supported a broad science program besides famously man-
hauling thirty-five pounds of rock specimens to the last. Byrd showcased science on his own
expeditions and promoted it as a worthy context for Operation Highjump. Now, in mid-century,
science was enjoying unprecedented respect and popularity, having been widely credited with
winning World War II with such breakthroughs as radar, the proximity fuse, and the atomic bomb.



The establishment of the Office of Naval Research in 1946 and the National Science Foundation
(NSF) in 1950 were but two governmental responses to the increasing glorification of science.
For scientists, expectations were high, opportunities great. So perhaps it is not surprising that a
small cadre of influential scientists would audaciously propose a worldwide commitment to
probe the secrets of the earth. But could they pull it off in a world teetering over a nuclear abyss?
In this pregnant atmosphere, internationally renowned British geophysicist Sydney Chapman of
Oxford visited the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory in the spring of 1950.
One scientist he called on was James Van Allen who, after critical wartime work, was leading
early research on guided missiles. Van Allen invited Chapman to his home in nearby Silver
Spring, Maryland, on 5 April, along with a few other American scientists similarly making careers
of bringing science to bear on U.S. military and security interests. Among them was Lloyd V.
Berkner, a leading ionospheric physicist, telecommunications expert, and veteran of the first
Byrd expedition, who headed a unit called Exploratory Geophysics of the Atmosphere at the
Carnegie Institution of Washington and whose presence was said to fill any room. Sometime
during that evening of spirited conversation, mellowed by Abigail Van Allen’s “splendid” dinner,
Berkner proposed, “Well, Sydney, don’t you think it’s about time for another Polar Year?”2The
others knew Berkner was referring to those previous periods of cooperative scientific
observation in the high latitudes. By the timing of the first two, a third Polar Year should occur in
1982. But fifty years seemed too long a wait for enthusiasts who were also well aware of the
rapid advances being made in the research tools of geophysics—radiosonde balloons to
transmit weather data, radar to track them, rockets to lift scientific instruments even above the
atmosphere, cosmic ray recorders, improved spectroscopes, and electronic (albeit room-sized)
computers. Berkner suggested a twenty-five-year interval. “Good idea, Lloyd! Why don’t we get
together on that?” Chapman replied—so immediately and specifically that Van Allen believed
the Britisher had already thought all this out for himself. It was Chapman who pointed out that the
twenty-five-year mark, 1957–1958, would coincide with a period of maximum solar activity.
Berkner later called his words “spur of the moment,” but he came superbly prepared for that
moment. In 1949 he had contributed the ionosphere proposal for a National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) study, “Antarctic Research: Elements of a Coordinated Program,” a paper
requested by the State Department in a renewal of polar interest. His newest report, “Science
and Foreign Relations,” linked international scientific cooperation and national security, with
emphasis on the poles. Virtually every aspect of what was to come had precedent in his
work.3Thus crystallized the concept of what would become the International Geophysical Year
(IGY). Chapman’s international prestige and personal initiative would go far to make the IGY a
reality. Berkner, more of an “idea man,” was a gifted promoter. For example, at an NAS
symposium designed to “sell” the IGY to the press, government, and popular audiences,
geographer Paul Siple, who by then had wintered over three times, could not reply with certainty
to queries about alternate routes from the ice shelf to the polar plateau. Berkner, presiding,
exclaimed, “It is an extraordinary matter that we who are living in 1954, sitting in the National



Academy of Sciences, in which some knowledge of the earth presumably should be present,
should discuss one of the continents, having 6 million square miles, and not know whether there
are some high mountains in an area or a gentle slope available for a cat [Caterpillar tractor]
train.” It was a quotable plug for polar science.4These leaders’ efforts brought the still-named
Third Polar Year through subsidiary groups to the International Council of Scientific Unions
(ICSU), a nongovernmental umbrella organization made up of thirteen international scientific
societies and forty-five countries, acting through their national academies of science. The ICSU
executive board, meeting in Washington, D.C., in October 1951, enthusiastically endorsed the
proposal, and the ICSU Bureau, its operating body, invited its members to join the effort. It also
included the Soviet Academy of Sciences, not then an adhering group but obviously, for the
country’s size if nothing else, important to any worldwide scientific data gathering. When the
World Meteorological Organization agreed to join in planning the “Year,” it felt the polar focus was
too narrow. Chapman then suggested an International Geophysical Year. The ICSU General
Assembly approved this expanded scope in October 1952 and formed a special committee, the
Comité Spécial de l’Année Géophysique Internationale (CSAGI—called Ca-Soggy), to
coordinate it. The CSAGI elected Chapman president, Berkner vice president, and Marcel
Nicolet—an authority on the chemistry of the upper air at Belgium’s Royal Meteorological
Institute—secretary-general. Nicolet’s office in suburban Brussels became the IGY
headquarters. At first anticipated to run from August to August, the IGY became an eighteen-
month “year,” 1 July 1957 to 31 December 1958, to allow completion of all planned programs
and encompass the entire period of maximum sunspot activity. That period also provided a fuller
span of seasons in both polar regions, where access might be difficult.5Planning for the IGY was
a huge undertaking, with little precedent to guide it. The special committee urged the ICSU
member nations (and others) to form national IGY committees to develop their own national
programs. Naturally varying in scope according to means and interest, these programs would be
coordinated for consistency and overall geographic and disciplinary coverage through ongoing
efforts of the pertinent scientific unions and annual CSAGI meetings. By the time of the first
CSAGI meeting in Brussels, 30 June to 3 July 1953, twenty-two nations had committees working
on “specific planetary problems of the earth.” By the second meeting in Rome, 30 September to
4 October 1954, thirty-six nations had detailed plans. (There would eventually be sixty-six.)
About 100 of the world’s leading scientists met to hammer out an integrated IGY program from
the various components. Among them was a small delegation from the Soviet Union, apparently
a little freer to participate internationally after Stalin’s death in 1953. Their leader, Vladimir
Beloussov, pushed hard to include seismology and gravity, areas of Russian strength. Numerous
disciplinary, technical, and regional working groups labored throughout the conference to draft
recommendations on scientific activities and stations, uniform experimental methods, and
information-coordination mechanisms. By its end, Berkner recalled, the delegates had a “rather
thoroughly complete” IGY program in place.6An important criterion for justifying a global effort
was that the national projects require simultaneous observations over a broad area. To facilitate



and amplify these synoptic measurements, an international panel with Berkner as rapporteur
worked out dates and other details for concentrated scientific observations—three so-called
World Days per month and periodic ten-day World Intervals for intensive data taking, especially
in meteorology. The International Scientific Radio Union (URSI in French transliteration) helped
set up a communications network so that last-minute World Days could be quickly implemented
if, say, a solar flare or major storm suddenly developed.7A regional focus also emerged at the
Rome meeting—to create geophysical profiles of the Arctic, the equatorial belt, and three pole-
to-pole meridians chosen to include all the continents. Trumping these in glamour and attention
were bold reaches to the earth’s two profoundest unknowns. One was space, to be probed by
rocket in the upper atmosphere and by earth-orbiting artificial satellite—an idea Van Allen had
promoted since 1948. Five months later, NAS and NSF officials shared their anticipation that
sending up a U.S. satellite (code-named LPR—long-playing rocket) would, beyond expanding
geophysical knowledge, provide useful military and diplomatic leverage and “display American
scientific leadership.” They noted that Pravda had “publicized the Soviet intention to launch an
artificial satellite,” but when was not clear—during the IGY they thought “unlikely.” The other great
mystery was the frozen continent of Antarctica.8In Washington in March 1953, the NAS Office of
International Relations, headed by Wallace Atwood, established the United States National
Committee for the International Geophysical Year (USNC-IGY, or USNC). In addition to a core of
leading geophysicists, it also named subsidiary technical panels for each of the IGY scientific
disciplines to review proposals from public and private institutions such as laboratories and
universities and formulate their respective programs. The national committee met two or three
times a year, its executive committee about monthly. Joseph Kaplan, professor of physics at
UCLA, director of its Institute of Geophysics, and an authority on upper-atmospheric spectra
(aurora), was tapped to chair the USNC. Berkner used his influence to have Alan Shapley, a
radio propagation specialist who forecasted ionospheric disturbances at the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS), appointed vice chair. The self-styled “quite junior” Shapley had helped map
out the World Days, and Berkner, impressed, maneuvered him into leadership of that effort and
even membership on the CSAGI. In Shapley’s mind, the distinguished Kaplan served effectively
as the “front man”; he was the “working stiff.” He must have earned high regard, as very little
USNC activity occurred without his involvement. In fact, it was he whom the committee
dispatched to NBS in late 1953 to lure away the much more senior Hugh Odishaw, then
assistant to the director, to become executive director of the USNC-IGY. A former Westing-house
radar expert, Odishaw would eventually lead a staff of forty-eight to provide administrative
services and programmatic leadership for the USIGY.9Berkner, unsurprisingly, “had Antarctica
on his mind” from the beginning, remembered Shapley, “and he made sure it was on our minds,
too.” In the fall of 1954 the USNC appointed a U.S. Antarctic Committee, though not before
spirited discussion about the risk of committing to an expense so great that it might sink other
programs with it if Congress balked. Siple, winning the day, called it unthinkable to leave to other
countries such a vast and potentially valuable area. This committee, chaired by Laurence Gould



and more often meeting in ad hoc groups, considered logistics, policies, technical planning, and
leader and personnel selection. President of Carleton College, the suave Gould enjoyed
friendships with senators and entrée to the White House. Prominent, constructive, and
influential, he was a “wonderful, wonderful guy,” according to Shapley, who also served on his
committee.10Energetic, avid Harry Wexler, director of Meteorological Services at the U.S.
Weather Bureau, became vice chair of the Antarctic Committee, which also included Odishaw
and John Hanessian Jr., who headed the IGY Regional Programs [Antarctic] Office; Admiral
Byrd; Air Force colonel and veteran polar pilot Bernt Balchen; Paul Siple, representing the Army
and non-IGY Defense interests; Antarctic explorer Richard B. Black, from the Office of Naval
Research; Lincoln Washburn, who headed SIPRE—the Army Corps of Engineers’ Snow, Ice
and Permafrost Research Establishment; Grant Hilliker of the State Department; and a few
others. Finn Ronne was listed as a consultant. Admiral George Dufek was a “visitor” at first, by
summer a member. Siple, who with Byrd understandably chafed at having their “Antarctic
authority” snubbed by “untried newcomers,” sniffed that Gould had “last been” in the Antarctic
twenty-five years earlier and Wexler had never been there. For Atwood, building the Antarctic
Committee was a “delicate procedure,” there being “very definite factions among the Antarctic
experts.”11In late April 1955 Wexler was summoned to IGY headquarters and invited to be chief
scientist for Antarctica. He consented, but at “gray dawn,” after a sleepless night, he worried to
his new diary, “what am I getting into? Am I losing 5 years of my scientific life with global
meteorological problems to concentrate on a small area, to act as father-confessor to frustrated
Antarctic scientists, to battle with the Navy for scientific program priorities?” Occasionally
indulging in private peevishness but to others an open, hearty colleague and mentor, Wexler
vowed he would “not be swallowed up by IGY”—and he never did devote himself full-time, to
Odishaw’s dismay. Hardworking Albert Crary, infectious science enthusiast behind what
Newsweek called a “mournful moustache,” later agreed to be deputy chief scientist, as well as
chief scientist for Antarctic glaciology. In his mind this meant being the chief “in all but name as
soon and as long as I am in Antarctica.” There was nothing he wanted more, he wrote home,
though he added his belief that Wexler had gotten the senior title through politics and self-
promotion. Crary would spend more than two years, spanning more than the IGY, on the
ice.12Significant Antarctic decisions had already been made. At its second meeting, on 1 May
1953, the U.S. National Committee had agreed to one primary and three satellite stations to
sustain the IGY in Antarctica. But they needed specific locations so that detailed scientific,
logistical, and financial planning could begin. USNC members met at the fledgling National
Science Foundation, then in the old Cosmos Club on Lafayette Square, where they spread out a
map of the polar continent on an ample conference table. A return to Little America seemed a
given, in deference to the venerated Byrd and to extend the history of weather data there that
went back to Amundsen. But there had never been a year-round station in the forbidding,
unrevealed interior, an obvious need for geographic coverage of the globe. By now, such
coverage seemed technically feasible and, thus, tempting.Seeking scientific justification for a



site, Wexler remembered that George Simpson, meteorologist on Scott’s last expedition, had
reported “pressure surges” that seemed to emanate from the area around latitude 80° South,
longitude 120° West. Investigating that phenomenon could be defended (though it was later
found baseless). Maximum auroral activity was also expected there. Nor was it lost on anyone
that this region of Marie Byrd Land lay in territory unclaimed but broadly viewed as the
“American sector.” Observing this, Shapley, who knew the importance of the angle of the sun in
ionospheric measurements, pointed to the geographic South Pole, where the zenith angle would
be constant. Well, he later chuckled, if others saw strategic considerations there, too, he had first
claimed the spot. Later, the Navy refused to use the advancing ice shelf at Little America as a
staging area for the South Pole, since compacted snow runways could not support heavy
wheeled aircraft. So the logistics base was moved to McMurdo Sound, in New Zealand’s claim,
where because of the nearness of Scott Base no science was planned (a policy later modified).
Odishaw and Shapley helped NSF prepare the first IGY budgets for Congress based on these
four U.S. Antarctic stations.13As the national polar programs rapidly developed, IGY leaders
recognized the need for international consultation on Antarctic planning. Berkner, pressing this
point in a letter to Nicolet in February 1955, suggested Paris as a site neutral to political
differences and Colonel Georges Laclavère of France, secretary-general of the International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, as convener. The able and astute Laclavère duly organized
the first CSAGI Antarctic Conference, which was held in early July 1955. He was elected
president, Gould vice president, and Odishaw one of the secretaries. Eleven countries sent
altogether forty-eight delegates (Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, Federal Republic of
Germany, France, Great Britain, New Zealand, Norway, the Soviet Union, and the United States).
Japan, newly freed from postwar occupation, sought “international moral support” (which
Chapman urged) for its planned south polar expedition but could not send a delegate. The
interested Union of South Africa was also absent.14The savvy Laclavère opened the
conference by urging that discussion be confined to technical (scientific) concerns and,
specifically, not financial or political matters. He soon demonstrated his meaning. Argentina’s
representative, a diplomat, objected to the large map hanging behind the lectern because it
showed Antarctica’s pie-shaped claims, in particular those conflicting with its own. CSAGI staff
member Philip Mange recalled, “With a dramatic gesture, the IGY convener strode to the wall
and ripped down the offending sheet.” No politics meant no politics, even though the map
innocently served scientific planning. In Crary’s view, this first meeting “set the stage for open
discussion of science in an area where political rights of the claimants and political ambitions of
the U.S. (for one) might easily have jeopardized fruitful discussions of the IGY sciences.” Wexler
came away “strongly impressed” with a sense that the Antarctic countries were “trying to out-do
each other—scientifically, logistically, in mutual aid and in general trying to build up goodwill.”
The delegates planned reciprocal support in areas such as communications, weather
forecasting, search-and-rescue operations, and coordination to avoid duplication of scientific
effort. Admiral Dufek had charge of a working group on mutual logistics support, to include



anticipated and unforeseen emergency assistance.15The national Antarctic committees came
to Paris prepared with the locations of their proposed stations and descriptions of their scientific
programs, facilities, equipment, technical personnel, and operational timetables. They shared a
hope that their stations (ultimately around sixty, of twelve nations) would be “adequately
distributed” over the continent to maximize the data return, and much conference attention went
to siting stations to fill geographic gaps. The U.S. Antarctic Committee had already agreed
internally on the scientific value of a station (later Ellsworth) at Vahsel Bay on the Weddell Sea,
for example, even though the Weddell ice had historically resisted penetration. Moreover,
supporting this distant location would require a separate risky expedition that could threaten the
budget of more desirable stations. Of course, political needs factored in as well. The State and
Defense departments and the CIA wanted the United States or a “friendly” nation there for their
own reasons—to monitor, perhaps mediate, the rival claims of the established Argentines and
the British, who would build their own scientific station and support Vivian Fuchs’s proposed
Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition. Some skepticism over the quality of Argentine
science was also apparent. This “gap” was getting a bit crowded, but in the end the delegates
justified “clusters” with the rationale that proximity would permit a “detailed study of
phenomena.”16As other countries shared their plans, pressure increased on the United States
to establish additional bases. Some of this could be explained by an assumption that the
Americans had the deepest pockets, as evidenced by many requests for icebreaker service and
other assistance, but much could be laid to disquiet over Soviet designs. On 8 July, Beloussov
arrived and announced his country’s intent to place a station on the Knox Coast, one “near” the
geographic pole, and a third at an intermediate site. While U.S. planners had long eyed the Pole,
Siple, at least, believed there was as yet no firm commitment on it. But when the Soviet
“bombshell” dropped and everyone turned to the stunned Americans, the smooth Laclavère,
with an “air of regret,” told the Russians, “I’m sorry, but we have accepted the offer of the United
States to erect and man a South Pole Station.” He then adroitly suggested that the USSR put
stations in the still-empty quadrant south of Africa, which came to mean the Geomagnetic Pole
and the Pole of Inaccessibility (remotest from any coast). Thus, the Soviets would get two
“Poles,” though everyone knew where the glamour lay. Did the Russians really not know of the
rival plans? They seemed to be pushing beyond their expectations to test how far they could go.
Beloussov readily agreed to the compromise.17The other Antarctic nations feared in common
the “danger of Soviet penetration,” suspicious that the Russians’ IGY activity was “motivated by
long term strategic considerations” (as if that of others was not). Australia was particularly
nervous about the extensive Soviet program scheduled within its claim. The United States, also
wary, firmed its decision to build a station on the Knox Coast of East Antarctica (later named for
explorer Charles Wilkes, in emphasis of U.S. historical precedent there), to keep an eye on the
Russians. When Alan Shapley was asked years later if this base was sited for political reasons,
he whispered, “Ssh-h-h!” But even friendly nations grew tense over the claims issue. In August
1955 the Australian chargé d’affaires ad interim wrote to the secretary of state welcoming U.S.



interest in “conducting scientific research in the Australian sector of the Antarctic” and offering to
“render any assistance in its power to this end.” The secretary’s polite but terse reply reiterated
his country’s have-it-both-ways position: “This kind offer is appreciated although the Government
of the United States does not, of course, recognize any claims so far advanced in the Antarctic
and reserves all rights accruing to the United States out of activities of its nationals in the
Antarctic.”18For all that, the world’s scientists did amazingly well in steering the IGY clear of
political whitewater to accomplish what their respective governments could not. They simply
agreed, with the tacit approval of those governments, that during the IGY all political issues,
especially claims, were off the table. Only once did politics threaten the entire enterprise.
Communist China selected scientists to participate but protested when CSAGI also agreed to
accept scientists from rival Taiwan. The Nationalist Chinese, belatedly showing interest in the
IGY, demanded in turn (with U.S. support) that the mainland group be excluded. Treading
carefully, CSAGI reminded all parties of the IGY’s nonpolitical character. As ICSU later
emphasized, welcoming scientists from anywhere held “no implication whatsoever” for political
recognition of their country. The CSAGI Bureau even proposed to not list committees as
“national,” since they were supposed to be nongovernmental anyway, but neither side was
satisfied. U.S. policy makers debated pulling out of the IGY if “CHICOM” participated but in the
end decided that such a move would be “unthinkable”—contrary to U.S. interests, damaging to
its prestige, a setback to scientific progress. Red China did finally withdraw, the only one of sixty-
seven nations to do so. It apparently carried out a good part of its planned program, but the
official loss of so large an area was unfortunate.19Mostly, the IGY negotiators stuck to scientific
concerns. Rewarding Wexler’s vision and tireless persuasion, the Paris conferees asked the
United States to operate an Antarctic Weather Central facility at Little America—to assemble
and analyze weather observations sent in by all stations, conduct research, and aid in search
and rescue. Immediate tasks were to figure out how to get all the weather information to Weather
Central, including that from over-snow traveling parties, ships, and aircraft; establish schedules
and forms for uniform data recording; and ensure effective communication of the information and
forecasts within Antarctica and with cooperating Southern Hemisphere countries. Shapley
helped work out a bottleneck-reducing relay system in which certain “mother” stations would
each receive data from several “daughter” stations and then transmit the combined information
to Weather Central. Arranging the reporting pattern to take advantage of easier communication
across the auroral zone rather than along it made scientific sense, but in truth a key goal was to
concentrate transmissions among “politically friendly” colleagues. Chile, Shapley remembered,
“would be damned if it would report back through Argentina,” for example, and “nobody trusted
the Russians.” Weather Central optimistically planned to issue two synoptic maps per day, up to
four in summer, with the analyses no more than six hours old (to serve air operations).
Obviously, Weather Central could not operate without radio, and the Antarctic Radio
Transmission Working Group, chaired by Shapley, turned itself to such obstinate, never fully
solved problems as interference caused by electrical generators, auroral conditions, and



stations using similar frequencies.20Beloussov endorsed the Weather Central concept but only
if it were “truly international,” that is, if it included representatives of other nations. Only a
“working meteorologist,” not someone in a “liaison” capacity, could be accommodated in the
limited facilities, replied Wexler, sounding suspicious of spy activity. He shrewdly countered by
suggesting a broader international exchange of scientists. While he thought Russian
meteorologists could learn much from the Americans, he reasoned that a U.S. scientist assigned
with the Soviets would profit from their geophysical techniques, especially in glaciology. So, over
the course of this and two more Antarctic conferences, the planners worked out the details of
including meteorologists from several countries at Weather Central and an American to winter
over at the Soviets’ Mirny Station. Weather Central would prove a scientific success and a model
of international cooperation.21The Soviets were not finished causing anxiety, however. At the
second Antarctic Conference, which took place just a few months later in Brussels, 8–14
September 1955, in conjunction with the third CSAGI meeting, the Soviet Academy of Sciences
confirmed it would establish stations at the Pole of Inaccessibility, at the South Geomagnetic
Pole, and on the Knox Coast between the proposed Australian and American bases—but asked
twice if the United States was planning on the geographic pole, “attesting to their eagerness to
go in, I suppose,” wrote Wexler. Cmdr. Edward Ward, then Dufek’s staff officer for the Antarctic
air squadron, repeated a story the admiral told about that meeting. With no others present at the
close of a session, the Russian leader motioned Dufek over to a wall map of Antarctica. He
pointed to the site of Mirny Station and to himself and smiled; this was a Russian base. He
pointed in turn to McMurdo Sound, Little America, and Dufek. Another smile. Then he thumped
the geographic South Pole and stamped both feet! Dufek got the message and never shook the
worry that the Russians might still claim the South Pole first.22Moreover, the Soviets’ detailed
presentations on their Antarctic program left no doubt of their technical and scientific capability.
Kaplan foresaw serious competition for the United States, perhaps for years, especially in
oceanography, glaciology, and seismology. Crary was more blunt. In a letter to Odishaw in July
1956 he wrote that despite overall scientific leadership in the IGY and far greater outlay of
manpower and funds, the United States was “very apt not only to be second to USSR, but a very
poor second” in both polar regions. The “plain” reason was the polar experience of the giant far-
north country. Its nonmilitary Northern Sea Route Administration employed 12 icebreakers,
1,500 planes, and “an abundance” of specialized scientific and logistical personnel. Its ship Ob
was an oceanographic laboratory that, on its way to build its base, Mirny, had “in all probabilities”
already accomplished more research than the United States had in the last thirty years. One
hundred Russian scientists at Mirny would be a year ahead before their American counterparts
even got to the ice, and their program went beyond the IGY sciences to work in marine biology,
geology, and mapping. U.S. scientists had to rely on military ships where, “to put it bluntly,
scientists are ‘in the way,’” and on military operational support “because we are not capable of
operating without them.” Crary understood and accepted that support, but it did not dull his
respectful envy of the rival system.23By the time of the third Antarctic Conference, in Paris, 30



July to 4 August 1956, a number of polar expeditions were well under way, among them the U.S.
Navy’s Operation Deep Freeze I. Those ships and planes had returned, and the men who built
the first two bases at McMurdo Sound and Little America were more than halfway through the
long night of the first winter-over. In Paris, ten working groups met to finalize programs and
arrangements in meteorology, radio communications, logistic support (under Dufek), Antarctic
mapping, publications, gravity, seismology (under Beloussov), glaciology, coordination, and a
combined group for the ionosphere, cosmic rays, aurorae, and geomagnetism (under J. W.
Joyce of the National Science Foundation). Weather Central details emerged.Final decisions on
bases were also made in Paris, with a good deal of more-or-less friendly horse trading.
Laclavère repeated a request first raised at Brussels: Would the United States and New Zealand
consider jointly operating a station at Cape Adare, the first landfall on the flight path from New
Zealand to McMurdo Sound and a desirable location for several sciences? Odishaw, who
understood that most of the money and men would be American, promised to take the idea back
to the U.S. National Committee, and by November it was agreed. So now there were seven U.S.
Antarctic facilities to finance, build, and run. At home, Wexler reported the Paris conference
“notably successful” in completing the earlier negotiations and in “advancing mutual
understanding and good-will.” Dufek’s multilingual aerologist [meteorologist], Lt. Cmdr. John
Mirabito, agreed, also suggesting that whenever a new facility or equipment was needed, there
was an expectation (apparently justified) that the Americans would supply it.24The IGY
organizers assumed from the start, and formally agreed at the 1955 Brussels CSAGI
conference, that all IGY data would be available to scientists from all countries. To that end, they
appointed international rapporteurs to coordinate the work by discipline; the latter wrote guides
to ensure parallel goals and comparable measurements in formats suitable for machine
processing, if possible. Meeting in Uccle, Belgium, in April 1957, they drafted ground rules for
sharing scientific information via three World Data Centers—Center A in the United States, B in
the Soviet Union, and C in Western Europe, with branches later in Japan and Australia. By
duplicating and sharing all data submitted, each center would eventually hold a complete set as
well as published reports for the use of future researchers.25The locations of IGY scientific
stations were chosen for scientific and strategic reasons, but in the end access and terrain
determined specific sites. NAS USNC-IGY map, June 1957.Two other CSAGI conferences, in
Barcelona in 1956 and Moscow in 1957, would complete the international planning, but there
was still much technical, logistical, and personnel work to do within the United States, many
political and financial challenges to meet. First, the U.S. IGY organizational structure was a
complicated mix of private and public interests. The nongovernmental National Academy of
Sciences might lend its prestige and design and oversee a scientific program, but it could
neither fund the effort nor carry it out without massive governmental assistance requiring a
complex web of cooperation and coordination. Congress would, if it chose, appropriate the
money, but it could do so only through a federal agency. Nothing could happen without the
blessing of the defense, security, budgetary, and foreign policy establishments, who all pushed



their own objectives within overall administration policy. Scientific and technical agencies and
institutions also brought their views and voices. Fortunately, President Eisenhower gave glad
support. He called the IGY a “unique opportunity to advance science,” pursue technological
gains, and promote global cooperation.26Paying for the IGY was the first hurdle. A USNC
finance working group first met in early 1953 but could do little until a “reasonably firm” technical
program emerged. The technical planners, in turn, had difficulty because they did not know how
much money would be available—although they no doubt considered a range from what Crary
called “cautionness to recklessness.” The exact financial and logistical role of the military was
also still unclear. The working group debated going for a single special congressional
appropriation, asking participating agencies to request their own additional funds, and seeking
private sources, eventually using all three approaches in varying degrees. They agreed that
housing the IGY within the academy’s National Research Council structure would permit the
handling of private monies, and the NAS willingly provided the secretariat. They knew the new
National Science Foundation could disburse federal funds (also private, they learned later), but
its annual budget was still limited by statute to a modest $15 million. NSF gave the USNC a
$5,000 grant for early work in 1953, another $22,000 for 1954, and then almost $2 million for IGY
scientific equipment through its regular grants program, but at first “no one really expected” it to
be able to produce “the millions that IGY would need.”27Nevertheless, Kaplan and others of the
USNC brought the IGY’s first $10.5 million budget request to NSF’s National Science Board
(NSB) on 29 January 1954. They found NSF keen to become the IGY fiscal authority—even
though the huge collaborative effort was a departure from its usual pattern of funding individual
scientists in academic laboratories and a serious stretch for its limited infrastructure. While IGY
monies remained independent of the agency’s own budget, they almost doubled it. Following
through, NSF director Alan Waterman appealed to the Bureau of the Budget to put national
interest before costs and be mindful that the IGY was a “special, non-recurring” expenditure,
although before it was over there would be several such supplications. By the time the USNC
presented its supplemental budget request to the NSB for fiscal 1956, the figure had grown to
$27.6 million, two-thirds of which was for satellites. “In a rare expansive mood,” Crary wrote, the
NSB gave its approval “not to exceed $29,000,000.” The year before, the science board had
“viewed with extreme concern” the $2.5 million (a quarter of Kaplan’s total) that went forward as
the president’s supplemental to “permit preparations to begin.”28When the budget requests got
to Congress, a phalanx of USNC and NSF witnesses testified in fervent support of what
Odishaw called a “minimal” IGY budget. Any less for any part of the program would, in his words,
“vitiate the whole project.” Gould cited the great scientific potential of Antarctica, and others
spoke of the promise of international cooperation for world peace at a frightening time of Cold
War friction. They all played to a fierce national competitiveness, highlighting the Soviet Union’s
formidable scientific plans and the opportunity for visible U.S. leadership. The combination lured
Congress into increasing receptivity. As time went on, NSF historian J. Merton England saw
these congressional budget encounters becoming “love feasts,” the legislators exhibiting “a



childlike curiosity in questioning the IGY wizards.” Congress would eventually appropriate $43
million for the U.S. IGY, growing NSF’s potency in the bargain.29For Antarctica, the USNC had to
deal, above all, with the Department of Defense (DOD), primarily the Navy, for its critical logistics
role. Defense figured that its share of the cost of an Antarctic operation could range from $8
million up to $60 million, which its own priorities did not justify. But DOD officials agreed to seek
the funds if “broader considerations” could be “reasonably demonstrated.” Defense itself had to
work within the apparatus of the president’s National Security Council (NSC) and the NSC’s
interagency Operations Coordinating Board (OCB), whose working group on Antarctica was
chaired by Admiral Dufek. By formal policy (NSC 5421/1 of July 1954), the NSC approved
military support for IGY Antarctic operations—but for its own national-interests reasons:
exploration, mapping, and resource evaluation. The IGY leaders understandably chafed at such
Navy priorities, which made IGY goals secondary at best. Dufek, as noted by Crary, had written
to Odishaw outlining plans for a “base to support military operations” at McMurdo Sound, air
operations to establish the inland stations, and “the performance of other aircraft
missions” (clearly military) while also later complaining about the “magnitude of the USNC-IGY
requirements,” which far exceeded original estimates. The USNC also felt its programmatic role
entitled it to a seat on the OCB Antarctic Working Group, but because it was not a government
body, it was never included. When NSF was invited to join this board, Hanessian fumed to
Odishaw that its representatives had “wrongly pretended” that the USNC had appointed them
the official voice of the IGY and were evasive about providing requested information, too.30Thus,
many relationships promised tension, but none more than the scientific-military marriage for the
IGY. The people involved were high level, with egos to match, and there was jockeying for
position as well as divergence of goals. For example, in his diary Wexler noted with some heat a
Navy proposal to have “Siple as DOD Chief Scientist with (presumably) IGY Chief Scientist
under him. A vigorous roll-back of this will be made & Gould will reiterate IGY Chief Scientist in
charge [of] all scientific work in AA [Antarctica].” A few days later he wrote that Siple, as the task
force commander’s science adviser, would be “in charge of all non-IGY science programs,” a
happy clarification. The same day Wexler recorded that “TF 43 (Mirabito) doesn’t want too many
IGY ‘inspectors’ around during Pre-IGY period 55–56. . . . It’s important that two go down.” Wexler
sparred with Siple over the latter’s promotion of additional stations to strengthen national policy;
he wanted only as many as could support good science. If the NSC tried to “mesh” the IGY into
its own “national objectives” without being open about it, the IGY people preferred to ignore the
defense establishment’s strategic concerns for Antarctica. Leaders like Berkner, who operated
effectively in both cultures, were useful exceptions. He wisely strove to keep security aspects of
the IGY separate from the scientific, with attention on the latter, even as he discreetly served
both interests. “The more we can keep the IGY on the plane of pure knowledge the better,”
Berkner wrote, quoting Chapman, hoping to quiet Soviet jitters over U.S. military support.31A
difficult and fundamentally important IGY-military policy issue was that of the command structure
at the IGY stations. The problem was the presence of naval support personnel in a civilian



scientific operation. The scientists, correctly viewing the IGY as their show, insisted that a
scientist be in charge at all stations. The Navy countered that military personnel could not take
orders from a civilian, so a naval officer must have the final word. Neither side would yield, and a
stream of marked-up memoranda and draft procedures flowed between the Pentagon and the
NAS. Siple made a passionate case for civilian control, arguing that the structure must reflect the
nonmilitary nature of the international endeavor. Station leaders must be chosen for their proven
leadership, scientific prestige, and polar experience, he wrote, and senior military personnel
lacked these qualifications. Moreover, success in “extreme isolation” would depend upon
cooperation, self-discipline, and peer pressure, not military orders and disciplinary action. Split
authority was as “impractical as command by remote control.” Siple’s solution was a civilian
station leader who would appoint a deputy leader from the station’s advisory “council” made up
of the scientific coordinator, the military executive, and the medical officer.32Siple was not alone
in positing that “discipline and morale could not be stable under two heads,” but the compromise
reached after great exertion did indeed feature split command. Each station’s scientific leader
would be responsible for the scientific program, including fieldwork, and its personnel, including
foreign guest workers. He would be assisted by the senior leaders in each scientific discipline,
wherever they individually resided on the continent. The senior military officer would be in
charge of the military personnel, responsible for their safety, well-being, and performance. The
two leaders would “work closely” to “plan out the operating characteristics of the station.”
Housekeeping, for example, would be equitably shared by all. They would refer any unresolvable
disagreements between them to the deputy chief scientist and commander of the Naval Support
Units Antarctica at Little America. Any differences at this level would be radioed to Washington
for resolution. The agreement expressly permitted a single station leader, if mutually agreeable
to the scientific and military interests.33Byrd, obliged to react after the fact, objected strenuously
to dual command, which could only breed division. In winter isolation, “local leadership” was
“more important than any chain of command.” Attempts to settle petty disputes “by absentee
judges over the radio” would be “impractical and fanciful.” He would place the stations under a
“single, clearly defined leadership,” whether civilian (preferred) or military, and safeguard
minority interests by naming a deputy from the other side. For Byrd it would be neither just nor
effective to use “my Deputy, Dr. Paul Siple,” as the “chairman of a half-dozen scientific observers
to make known their logistic needs to some junior officer or non-com logistician over whom he
would have no authority and who could not possibly have the polar living experience of Dr.
Siple.”34 Ironically, Siple and his counterpart junior officer, who both resisted dual command,
would lead together superbly at America’s most challenging station, while never-ending
difficulties, great and small, would threaten the one station that had a single leader.Other
agencies and institutions also became part of the IGY mosaic. The Department of Defense,
apart from its logistics role, had a strategic interest in new knowledge of radio propagation,
weather forecasting, and the properties of the upper atmosphere. The Commerce Department’s
Weather Bureau became the USNC contractor for detailed plans, central files, and equipment



inspection, while its National Bureau of Standards developed equipment and lent expertise,
especially in ionospheric physics. Other agencies similarly supported programs relevant to their
missions. An early NAS study concluded that foundations and universities could not solely fund
the huge national IGY program, but they could contribute to the support of scientists planning
and advising operations; the purchase of astronomical and oceanographic facilities; the
implementation of special projects, such as biology, not in the IGY budget; and the analysis and
publication of data. If industry had no immediate commercial interest in the IGY, it might supply
technical assistance and perhaps experimental supplies and materials.35The Department of
State early made it known that it “traditionally fostered international cooperation” and found the
IGY “consistent with the objectives of our foreign policy.” Its role would be mostly behind the
scenes, however, as foreign policy makers recognized that the “quasi-formal” network of
scientists could accomplish an international détente that would be impossible to achieve
officially. All of the IGY players solicited State’s views, and it was a member of the OCB Antarctic
Working Group. Dufek invited a department representative, along with others having a “policy
interest” in Antarctica, to accompany the Deep Freeze I expedition of 1955–1956, to provide
press briefings and political advice and to obtain firsthand observations.36Aside from such Cold
War conundrums as divided China, the State Department’s primary concern was the perennially
sensitive issue of territorial claims. National Security Council policy in 1955 (NSC 5424/1) called
for a reassertion of “rights” in the Antarctic, which were “ours as the inherent result of discovery,
exploration, and unofficial claims.” That really meant formalizing a claim. But where? How much?
When? What were the prime areas economically or strategically, if any? What would the current
claimants say? What would the Soviets do? Foreign policy analysts would wrestle with such
questions throughout the IGY period even as the passage of time eroded negotiating space and
every conceivable option carried risks of great consequence. When the ships sailed for
Antarctica in late 1955 to make ready for the IGY, the United States continued its default policy of
not recognizing others’ claims while reserving its own right to make one.37Thus intersected
historic expeditionary groundwork, military capability, strategic interest, and scientific
opportunity. As the talk continued, the Navy was rushing to cast off for the ice.CHAPTER
TWOALL HANDS ON DECKLogistics for the High LatitudesThe Seabees go now and build
camps, the stargazers come later.—Seabee, Deep Freeze I, 19551When Captain George Dufek
reported for command of the U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica (Task Force 43), on 16
August 1954, charged to ensure all logistical support for the International Geophysical Year, he
knew the Navy had “exactly two years and ten months to lay out the red carpet for the scientists.”
The scientific community might continue its Antarctic IGY planning right to the eve of departure,
but Dufek could lose no time in marshaling the necessary personnel, ships, aircraft, land
transport, equipment, materials, and supplies. To have seven stations built and fully functioning
by 1 July 1957, the first expedition would have to be en route by early November 1955. This
would allow one season to establish the first two bases, at McMurdo Sound and Little America.
From these footholds there would be but one more short austral summer to build the two



incomparably more difficult inland stations, as well as the three widely scattered coastal
latecomers, even as the scientists were arriving. The northern summer and fall would be
frantic.2If Antarctica’s natural menace was not daunting enough, the scope and details of the
Navy’s IGY assignment were. As the task-force plan put the obvious, “There are no facilities,
equipment or supplies now existing on the Antarctic continent available for use in this
construction program.” Everything—every thing—would have to be hauled in. Besides food, fuel,
clothing, and shelter, the Navy would have to provide air operations for reconnaissance, search
and rescue, and transport. That meant both compacted-snow and ice runways, ground-control
approach (GCA) equipment, navigational aids, ground support, and fuel storage. The Navy
would furnish communications systems to connect all ship, air, and ground operations and
Antarctica with the United States. It would build and maintain repair shops, garages, laundry and
sanitation facilities, powerhouses and generators, science structures, photo-processing
laboratories, and dog kennels. It would make possible long-distance tractor-train and airdrop
operations to supply the interior bases.3Dufek, promoted to rear admiral, was a good choice to
lead the huge, complex Antarctic operation even though he professed to prefer “warm sandy
beaches.” In early 1940, on naval duty on the Bear, he had famously earned Admiral Byrd’s
disgust for responding to the explorer’s expectant gesture toward the awesome Barrier with “[i]t’s
a hell of a lot of ice, but what good is it?” But having now been on four north- and south-polar
cruises, he sought the new assignment, probably his last, and had Byrd’s endorsement for it.
Once more, the Navy named Byrd officer-in-charge of U.S. Antarctic Programs. Frail and clearly
unwell, Byrd was to “maintain effective monitorship” over the political, scientific, and operational
aspects of the endeavor. John Hanessian Jr., head of the IGY Antarctic program, perceptively
judged Byrd “a perfect enigma.” He had “no operational command,” yet was “impossible to
neglect.” In truth, he had no authority over actual events, and Paul Siple, among others, would
find this twilight time one of “small discourtesies” and humiliations for the declining hero. Dufek
had to deliver the mission and rightly took charge, but “Byrd’s boys” thought there were times
when a show of deference would have cost little. The admirals themselves seemed to interact
with reasonable harmony, but “friction” persisted between their rival staffs.4Within a month,
Dufek called a meeting at the Pentagon of naval operations officers who might be helpful to the
unfolding Antarctic plans. Before it was over he appointed his first staff officer, Cmdr. Edward
Ward, a pilot who had grown up idolizing Byrd. Ward had flown in the Arctic in the early 1950s
with Project Ski-jump and was thrilled for a chance to go south. He spent the next summer
recruiting and organizing staff in sweltering offices in Washington, D.C.’s Old Post Office Building
before becoming the acting commanding officer of the new polar air squadron, headquartered at
the Patuxent River Naval Air Station in Maryland, about seventy miles southeast on Chesapeake
Bay. Actual building of the bases in Antarctica would fall to the Navy’s construction battalions
(CBs), called Seabees. They were based in Davisville, Rhode Island, on Narragansett Bay,
where all materiel would be gathered. Preparations would proceed simultaneously at all three
locations.5In December 1954 Dufek dispatched the hurriedly readied icebreaker USS Atka on a



five-month reconnaissance voyage to investigate pack-ice conditions and explore the Antarctic
coast for possible IGY base sites. The ship negotiated the Ross Sea ice without undue difficulty,
but the Bay of Whales, intended site for the fifth Little America, was gone. When Siple first saw it
as a boy scout in 1928, the bight was about twenty miles wide and ten to fifteen miles deep. The
bay ice within offered firm mooring, and the slope created as the floating ice shelf pushed
around the grounded obstacle of Roosevelt Island made a usable access ramp. But by 1947 the
advancing ice walls of the two capes were closing on each other, and, as Siple had predicted,
they had now collided. Parts of the drifted-over Little America IV tent camp could be seen
sticking out of the ice face, about to calve off. The Atka searched for a new site, finding a
possibility about thirty miles eastward in Kainan Bay. This was a “tension” bay, formed by the
widening of the ice shelf in its outward movement, unlike the “compression” formation of the Bay
of Whales. But with either ice-shelf location in a dynamic state and snow-compacted runways
likely unsuitable for heavy aircraft, Dufek decided to move the all-important logistics base to
McMurdo Sound, about 400 miles to the west—a major change in plans. Atka continued
eastward, rounding the Antarctic Peninsula to search for sites in the Weddell Sea area, but, after
losing a propeller to thick ice, Dufek gave up and sailed for home.6A handful of civilian and
military scientists aboard the Atka, including IGY representative George Toney, managed to
conduct “limited” observations, but they would significantly inform both the scientific and
logistical efforts to come. Their upper-air and wind soundings, along with hourly observations of
surface conditions, increased meteorological understanding for future weather prediction. The
pits they dug to measure snow temperature, density, and structure would benefit IGY
construction decisions. Measurements of seawater and the ocean floor improved nautical charts
of the little-known area. Seismic soundings began the process of determining the thickness of
the ice shelf and where it became grounded. All of these efforts offered practice in IGY
techniques and served the political need to “do something” to sustain popular interest in the
IGY.7In January 1955, proud of his creativity, Dufek proposed the code name Operation
Deepfreeze for the Navy’s IGY role. (The name would be changed to Deep Freeze in late 1956
when the Amana food-freezer company complained of copyright infringement.) The admiral
concentrated on assembling his Washington staff first, eventually forty-one officers and ninety-
one men, most of whom would accompany him on Deep Freeze I.8 He chose “cool-headed”
four-time polar veteran Capt. Gerald Ketchum as his deputy task-force commander, in charge of
overall administration and icebreaker operations. The herculean, pivotal job of logistics took a
captain’s rank, but Dufek wanted Lt. Cmdr. Donald Kent, whose success at getting things done
he had personally witnessed, as his “no excuses” chief supply officer. He named Cmdr. Herbert
Whitney, a reserve officer of the Navy’s Civil Engineer Corps, to head the construction effort.
“Eternally optimistic” Lt. Cmdr. John Mirabito, once an aspiring professional baseball player,
became staff aerologist for the critical air operations. Dufek, who could be both stubborn and
overly reliant on old buddies, applied his weight to give “Trigger” Hawkes command of the air
squadron. But Hawkes was technically ineligible, having elected to give up line-officer status to



become an engineering specialist. Even an admiral could not change those rules. He did,
however, succeed in getting Cmdr. Hawkes, soon a captain, assigned to the task force.9Paul
Siple was detailed from his Army research position to Dufek’s staff in 1955 as TF 43 director of
scientific projects. In reality, he would promote what was called the National Program—activities
in support of national interests and U.S. “rights,” as outlined in National Security Council policy.
Thus, while the task force fulfilled its command responsibility to meet IGY logistics needs, Rear
Adm. R. E. Rose, a member of the Operations Coordinating Board Antarctic Working Group, also
pushed scientific research to “arrive at a dependable appraisal of [Antarctica’s] military worth.”
He had in mind “yet undiscovered strategic materials”; others anticipated a permanent presence
and territorial claims. So there would be aerial exploration and mapping, primarily, but also
oceanography, radio-wave propagation studies, polar clothing research, and other work for
various armed-service units. These were quite apart from IGY intent.10At the same time, Siple
was a prominent member of the U.S. National Committee for the IGY and its Antarctic
Committee. He probably expected, with the justification of long experience, to be named IGY
chief scientist for Antarctica. But his split loyalties likely factored into his being passed over, and
his repeated invoking of “security” constraints to avoid discussing potential linkages between the
National Program and the IGY further frustrated IGY leaders. Furthermore, Siple was Byrd’s
“personal deputy.” He soon exhausted himself trying to serve many masters. During the frenzied
months before deployment, he often rushed from one of a half-dozen simultaneous meetings to
the next, undoubtedly reducing his effectiveness at each. Meteorologist Morton Rubin, reporting
to Wexler after his polar summer in Deep Freeze I, opined that Siple, “by sticking close to Adm.
B[,] did justice neither to T Force 43 or to IGY.”11As it happened, the entire National Program fell
under the budget ax in early 1956. The Navy said it could not afford the $58 million estimated for
south-polar operations. Eisenhower, committed to the IGY, countered by proposing to cut any
non-IGY Antarctic program unless the scientists “requested” it. According to Wexler, “Hanessian
and his two boys, [George] Toney and [Harry] Francis,” cranked out a complete, justified logistics
budget in thirty-six hours. The president cut it to $22 million. Lost were the “political” elements
(mapping, geology—both exploitable for claims making) that Antarctic Committee chair
Laurence Gould would later call “inconsistent with the worldwide agreement.” The fact that the
Soviets had proposed cooperative mapping alone made the State Department suspicious. The
goals of the National Program remained in the directives for Deep Freeze I but were dropped, at
least officially, thereafter.12As logistics planning proceeded in Washington, the Task Force 43
Operations Division got to work in Davisville. There, the Navy’s Mobile Construction Battalion
(Special) Detachment One, or MCB (Spec), established in February 1955, set up to bring forth
two Antarctic stations in Deep Freeze I. To Richard Bowers, then a Navy lieutenant, junior grade,
in the Civil Engineer Corps, who would assume charge of building both the McMurdo and South
Pole bases, Davisville was “a madhouse”: “We had about six months to learn what we were
supposed to know about where we were going, to order all the equipment and material to get
there, and to put it on the right ships.” About 20,000 “measurement tons” of material had to be



ordered, received, listed, packed, marked, and prepared for loading. Polar cold and the long
logistics line multiplied difficulty. The differing engineering requirements for construction on shelf
ice at Little America and volcanic permafrost at McMurdo meant dual preparations and training
for the small, thinly spread force. Indeed, the battalion had to be split, with half for each base,
which meant additional administrative work, not to mention that “every box of nails, every load of
fuel and every container of spare parts had to be divided for shipment” and then further
subdivided to separate out what would end up at Pole and Byrd stations.13Moreover, there
were, in Bowers’s words, “a lot of fingers in the soup: scientists, military, government agencies.”
For example, specialists at the Navy’s Bureau of Yards and Docks drew up the site plans and
ordered the appropriate types of buildings, but many of these also needed the sign-off of
scientists who, overall, had little experience in structural design and were still pulling together
their own programs. They did know, however, that they needed certain types of towers for
tracking weather balloons, others for observing aurorae, and entirely nonmagnetic buildings to
house their geomagnetics instruments, which meant brass hardware and special nonmagnetic
electric heaters. Neither side understood fully the other’s categorization of materials or
assumptions about specific financial responsibilities. Dufek and Gould exchanged carefully
controlled words over the latter.14Money was a continuing problem, even with the president’s
interest and Congress’s fervor to best the Communists. Navy money came from the budgets of
its pertinent bureaus and the contingency fund of the Office of the Secretary of Defense. But the
initial, January 1955, Deep Freeze budget quickly proved inadequate; its $4.8 million grew to
$9.1 million and soon beyond that. With the procurement of several large items requiring long
lead time, the secretary authorized the Navy Department to spend $2.5 million prior to the new
money’s actual availability, to be repaid with a reduced budget the next year. However, when
expenses continued to mount, this reduction was waived. As it happened, fiscal 1956 funds for
supplies came in small increments and not until after 1 July 1955, adding to the Davisville frenzy.
The “great bulk” of material arrived between mid-September and mid-October, neither
comfortably early nor in a steady flow. Having to justify purchases by brand name, even when
one brand’s specifications were known to be superior (for example, Easy washing machines’
lowest water usage), consumed more time and patience. Even worse for overburdened supply
officer Kent, the requirements kept changing. The Navy’s mid-June decision, based on the Atka
report, to build at McMurdo Sound almost doubled the scope of ship operations, base
construction, and logistical support. And the IGY leaders were still negotiating for the final three
stations. Fortunately, Kent was never stopped by a “no.”15The planned scale and location of the
IGY stations demanded heavy equipment. The behemoths of Antarctic motive power would be
35-ton Caterpillar D-8 tractors, intended principally for inland tractor-train operations but also for
general transport and snow moving on base. Their customized low-ground-pressure treads
reportedly “reduce[d] the weight per square inch on the snow to less than that of an average
man on skis.” There were also smaller D-4 and D-2 “Cats,” some of the former equipped with fork
lifts and booms for materials handling. “Wanigans” (shelters mounted on sleds) would provide



movable messing and berthing facilities on the trail. Army Weasels and larger Tucker Sno-Cats
were tracked personnel carriers, the latter to be used primarily by IGY traverse parties. Most of
this equipment was based on cold-weather specifications developed over many years by the
Army in Greenland and the Navy at its Arctic laboratory in Point Barrow, Alaska. Much was of
World War II vintage.16To learn how to assemble, operate, maintain, and repair their equipment,
Seabees fanned out across the country for special training. Chief Warrant Officer Victor Young,
who would lead the Byrd tractor train, went with others to observe and learn at the Caterpillar
Tractor Company in Peoria, Illinois. There, he recalled, workers took “a basic D-8 Cat with some
bells and whistles,” such as a closed, heated cab, and widened the tracks to fifty-four inches
(from the usual twenty-two) to obtain low ground pressure. Increasing the track width, however,
without also strengthening adjacent components spelled trouble, but this did not show up until
later. When the vehicles arrived in Davisville, they had to be tested and “winterized” for –70°F.
One D-2 tractor, padded and palleted, was parachuted from an aircraft over a nearby field to see
if it could survive a fall onto the polar plateau, essential if the pole station was to be built by
airdrop. It did. Other Seabees took training in fuel handling at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina,
and still others went to Fort Belvoir, Virginia, to learn demolition techniques suitable for ice,
snow, and permafrost conditions. Some learned how to install complex radar equipment in Los
Angeles and to fabricate wanigans and snow-compaction gear at Port Hueneme, California.
Some attended schools for fire fighting and washing-machine repair. A few were “briefly
deployed” to Thule, Greenland, to observe SIPRE tractor-train operations and Arctic
construction techniques, such as snow compacting for airstrips, but almost no one received
polar survival training. There was no time. Wartime duty in Alaska made do for some.17By
construction battalion standards, Young recalled, it was “absolutely essential that every gasket
head was tightened, every heater was installed, every generator was functioning properly, and
everything was in working order” before departure. But such requirements fell to the crunch in
Davisville. There were times when over half the Seabees were off somewhere for training. Those
remaining had no time to test every item, “and that caught up with us later,” recalled Bowers,
incredulous still that Commander Whitney had “refused to allow us to check out the electrical
generators prior to loading.” At the time, Young confided to his diary, “Exec says generators will
not be tested. . . . Believe this to be wrong and told him so.” Sure enough, they had faulty control
systems and could never be properly paralleled in service, which frustrated both scientists
attempting sensitive measurements and electricians struggling to ensure life-sustaining
power.18Planners of crucial shelter knew the frozen desert offered only ice to build with. Tents
and then crude but warm and easily built Jamesway huts would do at first. But the “permanent”
buildings (actually designed to last only through the IGY) had to be well insulated and rugged
enough to withstand violent winds and heavy snow loads. Limited time, challenging logistics,
difficult terrain, and harsh climate also dictated that all buildings be fast and simple to erect, with
maximum interchangeability of parts. Excepting a few variations for special purposes, the Navy
settled on the versatile, boxlike Clements huts, designed and prefabricated by a Connecticut



company of that name. Floors, walls, and ceilings/roofs alike were made of double 4- by 8-foot
plywood panels separated by 4 inches of Fiberglas insulation and fitted together tongue-in-
groove. Hammered-on metal clamps secured the panels to each other. They could carry 125
pounds of snow per square foot. Inside surfaces of reflective aluminum reduced heat loss. The
survival of bundles of panels dropped by parachute over Rhode Island fields assured their
durability.19Bowers and a dozen Seabees spent July 1955 at the Detroit arsenal, refrigerated to
–90°F, where in fan-driven “winds” averaging 12 miles per hour they built a 20- by 40-foot
Clements hut to test the building’s suitability along with their own techniques, clothing, and
endurance. They learned that metal clips and flexible gasket material failed at extreme
temperatures, that splines improperly positioned at the factory had to be retrofitted on-site, and
that cold metal roof trusses shrank too much to hold in their pockets in the panels. The job took
ninety man-hours, with fifty more for meals and rest. The men would work faster on the
ice.20Proper clothing for polar survival was a matter both quantitative and qualitative. The Deep
Freeze pioneers would venture to the high latitudes with the best cold-weather gear the Army,
Navy, and Air Force had to offer, although Siple had to fight for specific types of hand wear, for
example, with Navy logisticians who did not appreciate that the leather gloves handy for summer
work, when dexterity was important, would have to give way to wool-lined leather mitts in below-
freezing weather and to unwieldy but warm fur-backed “bearpaws” in extreme cold. Thin, knit
“contact gloves” were necessary to keep bare hands from freezing to cold metal when small
parts had to be manipulated. Construction crews would learn to prefer Army gear to the Navy’s
shipboard issue, although the latter’s waffle-weave underwear seemed the universal choice.
Layers (as many as six) would mean comfort in varying temperature and wind conditions, but full
outdoor dress could weigh more than thirty pounds. Wisely, parkas of several bright colors
replaced standard olive drab. They were more visible from afar, helped identify the wearer,
improved photogenics, and lifted morale. Numerous experimental articles of clothing would also
be sent to Antarctica, including a few misguided choices such as lens-less goggles, bizarre in
concept and disastrous in use, and pointed-toe ski boots that Wilkes scientific leader Willis
Tressler later deplored to the point of hoping “the designer of these miserable things freezes
both his feet sometime.”21Along with clothing came cold-weather advice: wear sunglasses
outdoors always, even on overcast days; use Chapstick liberally; watch companions for the
telltale white spots of frostbite. Shoes and not-too-many socks “must not be tight”: “If you wear
9’s but 10’s feel so good you always buy 11’s, your antarctic footwear should be 12’s and 13’s to
allow motion of the toes and to give sufficient insulation.” Life reporter Mary Cadwalader, carried
away by such admonitions, wrote that task-force members would need defenses against
“temperatures which could get so low that the bones in an unprotected nose would break if a
man walked too rapidly,” revealing in its gullibility much about contemporary awe and ignorance
of the Antarctic.22Navy logisticians had, of course, developed over the years lists and formulas
by which to calculate amounts and types of all kinds of supplies needed for specified missions,
numbers of persons, and periods of time. But Antarctica in Operation Deep Freeze was



fundamentally different, beyond not being a military action in the normal sense. There would be
no running to the corner store for something left behind. So the level of detail was staggering.
Kent reminded himself of Amundsen’s rueful admission that he had brought every conceivable
necessity on his meticulously planned expedition—except snow shovels—and worked even
harder to forget nothing. Dale Powell remembered meeting with other radiomen in Davisville and
surveying the room to list every item in it that they might need—from the receivers and resistors
of their own trade to pencils and paper clips. But somehow they all overlooked so obvious an
item as a table to put the equipment on. The Seabees scrounged scrap lumber to make one,
and all was well except for the embarrassment. Dr. Edward Ehrlich and his hospital corpsman
Kenneth Aldrich resorted to walking through the Newport medical supply depot to use the
contents of the bins as tangible reminders. Might they need this drug, that instrument?23The
construction battalion, the air squadron, and the IGY National Committee all submitted their own
supplies lists to go down on the first ships, as did the Air Force for its South Pole airdrops. Polar-
experienced logistics officers allowed “liberal contingencies” and redundancies that would
ordinarily be unthinkably extravagant (two years’ worth of food and fuel, spare generators) to
provide a crucial cushion of security for the real, if unlikely, possibility of ice conditions
preventing resupply. The shipping documents today fill nine records boxes at the National
Archives, interestingly preserved in the files of the National Science Foundation, not the Navy.
For example, one October 1955 purple Ditto list of canned goods for the South Pole read: 10
cases Peas, sweet (48 cans per case; can size: #303); 20 cases Potatoes, white; 5 cases Beets,
whole. Every list included unit and total weight, unit and total “cube.”24
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Hawkeye, “A great recap of this very cold case!. I bought this book to learn more about our
history in Antarctica after reading an old National Geographic article. It was a very methodical
report and good story about an adventure that was never to end. What started as a mad dash to
support a two year research mission in the late 1950s has never ended. It continues to this day.
The USN accomplished quite a feat to operate in an ultra harshly cold and isolated place at the
farthest point at the bottom of the world. I have to say most of my questions and more were
answered. As might be expected, whenever people are involved, personalities will ultimately
clash and the job was accomplished because of them and in spite of them. Much was learned
and some of what passes today as something new had already been done years ago. If you are
looking to learn about life in the arctic (or Antarctic) this is a very good source. Operation and
cooperation got the job done and what stands today could not without the groundbreaking
described herein.”

G. Collins, “Exciting reading, if you are curious about Antarctica. Great book, excellently written
and extensively researched.The U.S. Navy's establishment of McMurdo Station (the only
sizeable human habitation on the continent) in 1955, andother ancillary activities on The Ice, are
told in almost "I was there" authority and lucidity.Highly recommended.”

Eastwind Coasty, “Deep-Feeze One Coasty. The Author got it right. Tho written years after I was
there, she nailed our trip & time in Antarctica correctly. Made the yeaars since disappear.
Semper Par...”

F. J. Willey, “The Armed forces did the work. USARPS measured stuff. Bravo.. Been there.
Done that. Very lucky to have missed this part of the action.Cape Hallet was not a paradise on
ice, but it was very much nicer than life at the pole.”

Joseph B. Twichell MD, “She was enthralled by him which led me to google him and then find
this excellent. My significant other had Charles Bevilaqua for a patient in the ICU. She was
enthralled by him which led me to google him and then find this excellent book”

Glynis Surrell, “Deep Freeze-a thorough thaw in knowledge.. Well researched & written,very
thorough & readable,not too technical-excellent.”

The book by Dian Olson Belanger has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 17 people have provided
feedback.
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